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Introduced by Senator Dil- Several More Congressmen Flood Conditions Are Con- - Concerted Movement to Ask Significant Resolution Intro- - Provided They Are Saved
Him to Take Measures
From Saloon, Declares
duced by Representative
siderably Ameliorated at
Vitally Interested in Falingham and Is Promptly
Rev. J. I. Seder
mous Controversy
Many Points
Referred
Against Beef Barons
Humphrey
TO BE REPORTED

VERT SDONlGOV.

GILLETTE

MENTIONED POLLUTED

WATER

SUPPLY CRUSADE GAINING IN STRENGTH QUESTIONABLE

BANK FAILURE

House Getting Ready to Investi- Representative M'Lachlan of Ca- Some Sidewalks Fell Into Sub Mass Meeting Held in New York Official Said to Have Been
lifornia Gives Out Significant ,
Today and Others Are to
plicated When Governor
way Today and Other Cave- gate Reasons for High Meat
Follow.
ins
Called Off Jury. '
Are
Facts.
Reported.
'Prices.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Senator
Dillingham today introduced the statehood bill offered as a substitute for
the Hamilton bill which passed the
House for the admission of New Mexico and Arizona. It was referred to
the committee on territories. The reference is a mere formality, as the provisions of the bill already have been
considered by the committee and it
will be reported favorably soon after
Senator Beveridge returns.
It's a Punk Bill.
to
the New Mexican.
Special
Washington, D. C. Jan. 31. Senator Dillingham for Senator Beveridge
Senate Stateintroduced the
hood bill. It leaves out all land grants
for educational, penal and charitable
institutions as well as the three million acres provided in the Hamilton
bill for the payment of state and county debts. The constitution formulated under itn provisions must toe approved by the President and also Congress before the President can issue a
proclamation. If the constitution is
approved by the President, however,
and Congress fails to dicapprove it at
its first regular session, then the
state will be admitted without, further
ceremony. The bill provides for one
hundred delegates to the constitutional convention. The territory may
change the capitol from Santa Fe at
any time. One hundred thousand dollars are appropriated for holding the
constitutional convention. The election for county, legislative and state
officers and two representatives shall
be held in the fall of 1910.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. The
charges made Saturday by Louis R.
Glavis before the congressional committee investigating the Ballinger-Pin-cho- t
controversy that Congressmen
McLachlan of California, and Kinkaid
of Nebraska, 'were interested in the
Alaska coal land claims were given
added interest today by Mr. McLachlan himself, who brought other names
into the lime light. Explaining his
connection "with these claims, Mr. Mc
Lachlan today mentioned Governor
Gillette and Representatives Know- land and McKinley of California, as
being interested in the proposition
with himself and Representative Kinkaid and a number of others.
McLachlan declared the proposition
entirely legal and ethical, and if
there is any violation of the law
he is not aware of it. Speaking of the

Paris, Jan. 31. From midnight until i
noon today the Seine fell only about a
third of an inch an hour. The weath- er however, continued favorable. The
flood at critical points was amelior-- '
ated to a considerable extent today,
notably in the neighborhood of St.
Lazare station. Engineers now hope
within a few days to brace the under-workings and prevent the col- streets and buildings which
of
lapse

Green claims, Mr. McLachlan said:
"I went into the proposition two or
three years ago at the suggestion of
Mr. Greene and have paid out so far
auuui, $ j,uuu iu sui veyiug auu uevei
oping my claim. The land was taken
up in the ordinary manner of filing
on mineral lands. A magazine article
just piblished says my claim is worth
$1,900,000, but if I can get my $4,000
out of it I will be glad. In fact. I
would sell out for less than I have
put in."
ARCHBISHOP

BILLIONS

Each

Year For Saloons
Caring For Their

COST

THE

and

Victims.

Our boys will lead in the great
Guthrie, Okla.. Jan. 31. Reference
to the possibility of the impeachment work of the nation which is a work
of Governor Haskell and other state (f time, provided these same boys are
officers is made in a resolution intro- - saved from the pitfalls of the saloon."
T"is was the declaration of the Rev.
duced here today by Representative
JSeder, superintendent of the
The
resolution
demands
Humphrey.
League of New Mexico in
Bank
and
Trust
Columbia
that
the
cge
Comnanv. which failed in Oklahoma an address he delivered last night be- fore a large audience at the First
City last fall, owing to depositors
church. In the morning
eral minjon dollars, and calls upon Presbyterian
Mr.
on "Victories Won
Seder
spoke
s
Attorney General West to bring
and Winning."
which
matters
fore the examiner
he
In his address last night he cited
had previously stated were being
to show the enormous
many
sidered at Oklahoma City when that cost offigures
the saloon in the United
body was discharged by order of
States, estimating that one and a
ernor Haskell. At that time the at
quarter billion dollars is spent for
torney general wrote a letter criticiz-ple- drink and
of a billion
ing the acts of a certain state official more in caring for the victims of alalleged to be concerned in the failed coholism.
bank.
"Five times as much money is spent
in this country for liquor than for
JUROR ASKED FOR
bread and eleven times as much as is
DAMAGES FOR COLD. spent on education and 107 times as
much as is spent on home and foreign
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 31. First of missions. He said:
its kind in the history of legal juris- n New Mexico,
prudence in the United States was the
"There are about nine hundred
instituted by the state of Wash- - uor sellers in New Mexico. They ap- mgton on tne relation of E. G. Mer- - pear to be making a comfortable liv-chant of Spokane against the county ing for themselves and their barten- ojun.ane iu icuuver u,uuu uamages aers. xney clo more,
rney pay big
for a cold contracted while serving as profits. Besides their own living and
a juror in the superior court in De- profits, they pay a round sum to the
cember, 1907. Judge J. Stanley Web- - Liquor Trust of this country.
They
ster dismissed the jury, which heard enable the brewers and distillers to
the evidence and arguments, and de- - build and furnish' elegantly the most
cided for the defense. An appeal to palatial residences, wear purple and
the supreme court may follow.
silk, live extravagantly, luxuriously.
There was no precedence to guide wantonly, tour Europe or the world as
the arguments, for the reason that nls fancy suggests. This at the ex-neither tho ottnniova fnv Via r,nm. Dense of the laborinc mpti vnmon ntirl
,
ohiMrpn wh a.v k
f,
mfi
i,Lilt? UtUtrllat;
lwvj uiicil
ILUlllJ
uailiaUL
LUUllCl IU1 .v..
were able to find any record of a pre- - claa"' poorly fed and worse housed in
vious case where a juror had sued the weather pierced hovels,
"But let us sit down and figure out
county of any state, though an ex.haustive search was made of the re- the profit and loss. The 900 saloons,
wun receipts of $s,ooo per annum
ports of practically every state.
each, a low average estimate, take
fudge Webster decided that the from
the pockets of the New Mexico
MINERS plaintiff
was not entitled to recover
$7,200,000 annually.
public
Suppose
statreasons:
for
these
The
damages
ute of limitation had barred the ac these saloons pay an average license
tion in court; that there was no evi- money of $300 into county and city
dence the cold was contracted in the treasllIT. This is probably a very fair
or at best these saloons pay
court room and was the cause of the estln-at- e
not
t0
exceed
$200,000 license money,
ensuing sickness, and tnat the com- Tnus
they take out of the communi-ha- d
plainant was not able to show there
been any negligence on the part t,es 700000 more than they return
m llcense money.
In other words,
of anv one in the county's service.
ONE HUNDRED
SIXTY BODIES
Merchant filed a claim for $1,000 the terntory hires these
with the county commission- - ers' to colect less than a Quarter rollers in March, 1908 following his serv- llon dollars and pays them seven
'Get Them Out as Quickly as
in a jury case. The board re- - llon dollars for their services. Is Chis
financial management? Would
Possible" Orders of
jected the claim. Suit was instituted good
any
mercantile or collection
railroa(i.
in the Spokane county superior court
Superintendent
agency W such ,arSe commissions
for the following fall, but Judge H. L. (svf
I
nn : i
J
Kennan sustained a demurrer on the ll" f 11LUt; BCIV"; auu wny appiy
sense
Dusiness
gooa,
me
in othu.
practical
uei
ground that the case was not filed
ineny, in., jan.
bodies out as quickly as possible," Wjthin 90 days after the original er lines and make an exception where
was the request made today by W. W. ciaim was submitted to the county the saloon is concerned'
Why not
apply plain common sense to that as
Taylor, manager of the St. Paul Min- - mmmissinnow
The nininHff
an let th.e saloon also stanfl or
ing Company, to the state mine in- - presented his claim to the commis- us or aements : Ana
specters, under whose directions the sioners, fixing tne amount of damages ltlu un '
were
this
money commission
large
snau in tne at. ram mine wia oe
at $5,000, but the court held it was
which the saloon collects the only
ened tomorrow after having been her- - virtually the same claim.
consideration, the only loss, the only
iteucaiiy ciosea lor iwo muiuus iu,
extortion it might be quietly suffered.
smtner he flames that have smould-aterBut that is the smallest item. The sathe second level since Novem- loon robs the home and burns it
ber 13. There are about one hundred CHILD MURDER
down, takes its patrons' money and
and sixty bodies, in the subterranean
bums down his character, happiness
galleries. Dr. H. M. Orr, or the
and life.
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railIK HEW YORK Concluding Rev. Mr. Seder said:
way, believes that the bodies on the
"And what value shall be put upoi
second level will be partly identified.
a human life? Dan Patch, only a
SANTA FE DID BIG
Maniac Slayer of Two Boys race horse' 18 worth more tnan 10.- -

New York, Jan. 31. Neither the
t
campaign nor the general
crusade for the lowering of the high
COst of living showed anw signs of ex- haustion today. The women's mass
meeting postponed from Saturday be- of tne slormi win be held this
ft,.nonn in Madison Saiiare. On
Tuesday night meetings of club wo-men wm be he)d to push the IK(Stal
card campaign wnich the Gotham
appeared imminent for several c,ub hag inagurated. The cards al- das.
J ready have a wide circulation, going
' to all
Water Supply.
parts of the country, making a
31.
direct
this
Jan.
personal appeal to stop using
Beginning
Paris,
the authorities concentrated meat.
their efforts of restoration to the crip- - .Preparations are under way to have
public service, repairing the tele- - the Federation of Women's Clubs of
graph and telephone lines and re- - America take up at its convention
establishing the demoralized railroad here on Friday a concerted movement
communication.
There is no prospect to ask every woman of the country to
of restoring the electric light and pow- - send a post card to President Taft
er systems this week. The principal asking him to take measures against
control of meat
danger to Paris is now considered to the monopolistic
be from the polluted water supply. prices.
Preparations are complete for a thor- ough cleansing and disinfection of the SUPREME COURT OF
KANSAS IS REVERSED.
city. The people have been warned
against occupying flooded rooms until
Pullman
they are disinfected. Up to noon to-- Famous Bush Act Taxing
uompany on us uapnanzation
day, the river had fallen two feet from
is Unconstitutional.
its highest point. Some sidewalks
fell into the subway today, but no one
Washington, Jan. 31. The supreme
was injured. The small loss of life
of the United States today re- court
during the flood was one of the most versed
the decision of the supreme
surprising features.
court of Kansas in the case of the
America Contributes Handsomely.
Pullman Company, holding that the
Paris, Jan. 31. Messages of symBush act, taxing the com
pathy and financial contributions from pany on its capitalization was
abroad are still pouring in.
5 Ktit.ntinnal. The case was nrrlpred re- the numerous sums cabled from the uau.xuu.
ofl
United States are $30,000 from the
Standard Oil, $10,000 from Speyer &
Co., and $5,000 from Frank J. Gould.
Marauders Hanged to Lamp Posts.
Paris, Jan. 31. The Fleuville
estimates it will be two
weeks before the Seine returns to its
normal stage. An exciting chase' after
a criminal on the outskirts of the
city occurred this morning. In several
in Tomorrow Shaft of St. Paul
instances, "Apaches" were found
'
the houses and were shot dead. Two
Workings at Cherry, Illinois
were hanged to lamp posts as examto Be Opened
ples to others.
anti-mea-
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PRAISES
FATHER JUILLARD.

d

un-co-

Is Great Loss to
Regards Him as Brilliant Churchman.

Says His Departure
Diocese'

Although realizing the honor that
Foreshadowing Investigation.
been conferred oh" one of the
has
31.
D.
ForeC, Jan.
Washington,
of his archdiocese, Archbishop
priests
shadowing an investigation by Con- Pitaval expressed today his sorrow at
cost
of living, the the
gress of the high
of Father Juillard who
house ways and means committee to- left departure
last night for New York City to
day authorized Chairman Payne and take up his new work with the proRepresentative Clark, the majority and rogation of the faith.
minority leaders of the House, to colThe
and the former paslaborate in the preparation of a reso- tor of archbishop
the Catholic church of Gallup,
lution providing for such inquiry and have been warm. friends for a score
defining the form of procedure.
or more of years and before leaving
Place That Goes Begging.
for his new post of duty Father JuilWashington, Jan. 31. Pleading ill- lard spent a couple of days in Santa
ness, Senator Paynter of Kentucky, Fe as the guest of the archbishop.
(today resigned from the Ballingter-Pinch"Father Juillard. is- - a man of exinvestigation committee. The traordinary talents," said the archplace was offered by the minority bishop, "and the diocese will feel his
leader, Money, to half a dozen of oth- loss. He has been a warm personal
er Senators, but none has accepted. friend of mine and I am sure I shall
Senator Smoot Would Divide Arizona. miss him very much. I feel, how
Washington, D. C, Jan. 31. Sena- - ever, hiehlv honoreed that he has
tor Smoot, of Utah, has Introduced a hpp spiptpri for the work of the nro- toill to annex to Utah that part of j p0gation of the faith. Father Juillard
Arizona north and west of the middle nas labored long and faithfully in
of the Colorado river. This territory n6W Mexico and this honor conferred
is separated from the greater part of , 0n him is a source of satisfaction tf
Arizona by an enormous gorge.
his friends in fact to all who know
of his piety and his learning and his
Bars Politics From Census.
Under the terms of a bill submitted fine personality."
by Representative Gooher, it shall be
unlawful for any census enumerator
to ask any person from who he is

nt

j

I

ot

;

(

obtaining information respecting the
census, as to his political affiliation
or sentiments of others. The measure provides a fine of not more than
$1,000 and imprisonment for not more
than one year.
NAMED IN HONOR OF
ACTING GOVERNOR JAFFA.

UNREST IH

HE

ORIENT

Serious Uprising of Insurgents in Korea and Japanese Are Murdered

t
Initiates Into the Higher Degrees of Masonry Organize
"The Jaffa Class."
CHINA WILL ABOLISH

Twenty-eigh-

The twenty-eigh- t
Scottish Rite Masons who last week took the degrees
from the fourth to the
at the Scottish Rite Masonic reunion
for the Orient of New Mexico, have
decided to name their class "The Jaffa Class," in honor of Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa, who is well deserving of the honor, for he worked
not only indefinitely for the success
of the reunion, but he is also one of
the best posted men in the southwest
on the Masonic ritual.
thirty-secon- d

Im--

10

SLAVERY

Emperor Issues Edict for the
Establishment of Bureau to
Do the Work.

YOUNG

RATON COUPLE
ARRESTED AT DENVER.

Some Mystery About. Charge and
Groom Claims That He is Innocent of Wrong Doing.
Denver, Colo.. Jan. 31. The
honeymoon of Mr. and Mrs.
C. R. McDowell, both well known
young residents of Raton, N. M., came
to an abrupt end late Saturday night
was tilaced nn- whpr.
der arrest by Detectives Bell and
Carr on information forwarded to the
Denver police by the authorities of
county, New Mexico.
Within a few moments after the
young couple had returned from a the- policemen appeared at the door
leading to their rooms in an apartment house at 1227 Curtis street.
When the husband was informed that
he was under arrest he readily accompanied them to police headquarters,
wherei he said that he could think of
nothing he had done which might warrant his arrest, unless the entire affair was a part of a honeymoon joke
played upon him by his friends.
His young bride asked that she
might accompany her husband to prison, saying that she could not remain
long away from him.
Information received from Raton
late last nisht was that young Mc- Do we 11 is wanted there for an alleged
embezzlement from the electirc sup- ply concern of Gillam & Axmore.
When Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh asked
the Denver police to apprehend him
the charee was not fdven. McDowell
denied that he had committed any
crime. He told Chief Armstrong he
would return without requisition pa- pers.
two-week- s'

Tokio, Jan. 31. Special dispatches
from Seoul report a serious uprising
of insurgents at South Phongan,
Korea. Twenty Japanese settlers are
said to have been murdered.
Slavery in China is Doomed.
TEN CENTS PER TON
Pekin, Jan. 31. Slavery as it exists
INCREASE DEMANDED.
in China is doomed. An imperial edict
ARRESTS EXPECTED IN
issued today approves the plans of
Mine Workers Submit ProposKANSAS CITY MYSTERY. a
constitutional bureau for abolish- United New Scale
for Bituminous
ed
ing the traffic in human beings.
Fields in West.
Millionaire Thomas H. Swope Was
Poisoned According to DeclaraIndianapolis, Ind., Jan. 31. Ten
SENATOR CULBERTSON RECOVa ton Increase is demanded for
cents
tion of Two Experts.
ERING FROM BREAK DOWN.
tne Dituminous coai miners in tne re- port of the scale committee of the
Atlantic City, Jan. 31. Senator
Chicago, Jan. 31. Colonel Thomas
H. Swope the millionaire, of Kansas
of Texas, who came here some United Mine Workers of America, subThe
at
convention
its
mitted
today.
City, died from the effects of poison, time ago for a rest following a nervaccording to the findings of Drs. Hek-toe- n ous breakdown continues to improve new wage contracts are to be made inand Haines, so it was announced Rumors have reached him he intends Kansas, Missouri, Oklahoma, Colorahere today. Arrests are expected to resigning his seat in the Senate, but do, Washington, Wyoming and British
follow.
he says there is no truth in the rumor. Columbia.
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LAND OFFICE

BUSINESS.

v

gam on Rampage ana
Then Kills Himself

0ver 3'600 Applications and Entries
for Land in Fiscal Year 1909
Ended in June.
I

The report of the commissioner of
the general land office to the secretary
of the interior for the fissal year end- lnS 3nne, 1909, has been received at
the local land office and the figures
showing entries made and expenses
incurred in this office are of interest,
Tne number of applications and en- tries at the Santa F land office for
the flscal 'ear 1909 ended in Junewere 3,659. The area of acres entered
.
.
,
upon wa n.AO,
iu,oai.io. iub lees auu
commissions given under the caption
of "receipts" were as follows: Pees

As,

vAiiutHjjWui

iu yux.

CL

UULU'

an nie ai ten times tnat sum, or a
million dollars if it were your life.'
"At such fearful cost, how can any
sane person say, that saloons pay? If
do not pay, even as a financial
POLICE INVESTIGATE TRAGEDY they
proposition, why not do away with
them without delay? Does it pay fin- . .
.
y
.
my
iiaC nuiCO aiUWUg LUC
une ioutn Was snot Lead and sheep or rattlesnakes
among our
the Other Was Fatally In
boys and girls? Who says it does?
Who says saloons pay the city or
jured in House.
state financially?"
New York, Jan.

31. Another child
startled
murder
the city today. It oc- curred in a house on east Fiftieth
street, where a man shot and. killed
one child, fatally wounded another
and then shot himself. The police are
and commissions,
from following the theory that the man may
$51,247.97;
haVe been the maniaC SlayeF f tW0
oflSoi1153'271 maMnS
The expenses of running the local Dys snot recently while coasting,
land office were as follows: Salaries
of register and receiver $6,000; inci- BAWDY HOUSE PROPRIETOR
dental exnensps $5,033.40 ' making n. IS GIVEN THREE YEARS IN PEN.
total Qj $1133.40.
The area of acres filed upon ,n the
Pueblo,, Jan. 31. Leo Floras, re- iocai offlce lg second oniy t0 that 0f
the Roswell land office as far as New cently convicted under the Campbell
Mexico is concerned, Roswell having white slave law which makes it a
had 915,776.89. The number of appli- - felony for a man to receive the earn- cations and entries at Roswell, how- - ings of a fallen woman, was sentenc- ever, was over 2,000 more than at the ed to from two to three years by
Santa Fe office.
Judge C. S. Essex.

RECONCILATION OF MR. ANQ
MRS. PHIPPS FORESHADOWED.

-

.

Latter Says He is Done With
burg for Good and All Both
Smoky City at Present.

Pittsin

Pittsburg, Jan. 31. With maid and
a drayload of trunks, Mrs. Genevieve
Chandler Phipps arrived here from
Denver on Sunday and has taken temporary quarters at a hotel. Rumors

are that Mrs. Phipps' arrival at this
time are indicative of a reconciliation
with her husband, Lawrence Phipps,
wno aiso is said to be in Pittshnrir.
"
Recently Mr. Phipps sold his beautiful
mansion in a fashionable residence
section of Pittsburg saying he is done
with the city for good and all. Mrs.
Phipps would not comment on her
visit.
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Wheat

Old

Imperial
Jersey Cream!

Pansy

Four

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40

Telephone

CALL AID SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

Ciilf

MANUFACTURER

OyiLL

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

&

FURRIER

Every Description of work in our line done to order
GAME HEADS MOUNTED

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
436 Canon Road
.Gen?rL.
F. fiORMLFV Merchandise
'
Phone Black 19 FRANK
N. M.
SANTA FE,

Undertaker and Embalmer
J. D. MULLIGAN

FUNERALS
RESIDENCE
NIGHT PHONE
PICTURE

PPfi
EiU

Given Carefu
Personal Attention

loo
lOO

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

OFFICE BVT
PHONE "I'U
AND

SATISFACTORILY

1?H
5U
DONE.

lea
Also Good for Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Flour, Hay,

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and

LEO HERSCH

.

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAINJHOUSE IN SANTA FE.
RMHWI

DIAMONDS

YONTZ
Mexican filigree
4ruic,
Qm

WTCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Good.
Right ScrviM

;WtH-K- T

FMtwl

L345 San Francisco St.

by

Up-to- -

oale Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

MiNOR CITY TOPICS

UP.

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903.

WE AGAIN OFFER TO
OUR MAN PATRON

X
Colo., Jan. 31.
forecast for New
Mexico: Fair tonight and to- - X
morrow with stationary tem- - Ji
perature.

Denver,

i

Weather

Read Andrews' Ad and save money.
Who is this visitant that cries
Big Santa Fe Article in Earth The
That through the stark hours cries February issue of The Earth will conto me,
of Santa
tain an illustrated write-u- p
'Till slumber seals my heavy eyes?
Fe county.
It is the wraith of Memory!
F. Andrews' Change of Ad AttenN. Y. Sun.
tion is called to the change of advertisement of F. Andrews' grocery store
Fined for Trespassing Herculano in today's issue.
Lucero, Salamo Garcia and Juan
Sues for $10,CC0 Damages Charles
Chaves were arrested at Albuquerque H. Rasmussen has brought suit in the
for trespassing in the Santa Fe yards. district court at Roswell for $10,000
Inherited
Fortune
of $75,000
damages against M. P. Myers for mall- Charles Stoessinger, a baker at Silver ciotis prosecution.
City, has fallen heir to $75,000, part of
History The
Early New Mexico
the estate of his uncle in Wisconsin. Literary Digest of last week has a
Stoessinger is fifty years of age and very interesting article on the early
is married.
history of New Mexico, with especial
'
Unsavory Resort Goes Up in Flames reference to Governor Bent.
As Usual Trains No. 10 from the
At Clovis, the Hotel La Vesta, an
south
and west, and 3 from the east,
to
fell
flames
the
resort,
unsavory
prey
on Saturday night. It was a two story on the Santa Fe, due at noon, arrived
structure and was insured. Incendiar- this afternoon, several hours late.
These trains havn't been on time once
ism is suspected.
Sold The famous since the new timetable on the Santa
Block Ranch
Block ranch in Lincoln county has Fe went into effect.
been bought by the Carrizozo Cattle
Last Ball Before Lent The WomCompany and will be managed by W. an's Board of Trade will give the last
C. McDonald who also purchased the of its enjoyable dances for this season
on February 3, Thursday evening of
Warden Brothers cattle at Ancho.
Hot Springs in Middle of River R. this week. It will be the last dance
W. Jaokson, who has purchased the before Lent. Refreshments will be
Gila hotel in Grant county, from T. J. served as usual.
Meeting Tomorrow Night All memClark, Sr., will pipe the water from a
hot spring in the middle of the Gila bers of the New Mexico Horticultural
in
river, a quarter of a mile to his hotel. Society and all others interested
Killed By Electric Pump Eugene advertising Santa Fe and surrounding
meetA. Sprouse, aged 32 years, pumpman country are invited to attend a
in the employ of the Burro Mountain ing in the rooms of the Santa Fe
Water and Light Company tomorrow
Copper Company at Leopold, Grant
night. L. Bradford Prince, Chairman.
was
county,
caught in the gearing of
Stock Company The attractions
the electric pump of the fourth level
at
the Elks theater Thursday, Friday
of the Sampson mine and was ground
and Saturday nights promise some
to death.
Death of Newspaperman
Without thing good. North Brothers Stock
will give the performances
regaining consciousness, Bertram O. Company
and introduce the "Chicago Ladies'
of
the
Albuquerque Morning
Wright
Journal, succumbed to injuries caus- Orchestra" direct from a five months
ed by his being thrown from his horse run at Crawford theater in El Paso.
Died Suddenly
of Hemorrhage
a few days ago. He was 33 years old
and a native of Oswego, New York. Nelson E. Clift, cashier of the Burro
He located on a ranch in the Estan-ci- a Mountain Railway Company, died sudhemorrhage at
valley some years ago and then denly of pulmonary
went t.o Albuquerque where he be- the construction camp of the company
came advertising manager for the near Tyrone, Grant county. Clift was
30 years old. The remains will be
Journal. His wife survives him.
shipped to Covington, Ky., for burial.
U. S. District Court at Las Vegas
A special session of the U. S. district
Likes "Sunshine" Edition Word
court at Las Vegas on Saturday was was received yesterday from a readadjourned to Saturday of this week er of the New Mexican's New Year
to argue the demurrer in the case of edition living in Philadelphia, Pa. "It
the United States vs. Wilson, involv- is splendid," writes the Philadelphian,
ing certain coal lands in Colfax coun "and it is a fine winter to send a
ty. It was adjourned owing to the sunshine edition east for this has
absence of Hon. T. B. Catron, one .of been a winter of snow of extreme
low temperatures truly a most disthe attorneys for the defense.
agreeable winter." And yet people in
Dead Man Thrown Into Arroyoof
"The body of the unknown man buried Santa Fe are heard to complain
last week by throwing the body into the cold weather.
an arroyo, was ordered by the health
Reservoir Project Near Stanley
officer and coroner disinterred, put in W. R. Smythe of Santa Fe, is surveyto a coffin and decently and humanely ing a project eight miles east of Stanburied. The body was taken up on ley, southern Santa Fe county, which
Tuesday by Undertaker Shane
and is to reclaim 15,000 acres. The dam
buried in Evergreen cemetery.
The will be built on a red sandstone founaffair was a shock to the whole com- dation which outcrops and is never
munity and was resented by all as a deeper than ten feet. The dam is to
blotch on the civilization of the com- be 1,000 feet
long at the top; 400 feet
munity. The article that appeared in at the base and it is to be 95 feet
La Voz del Pueblo
last week, in high. Between 10,000 and 15,000 acre
Spanish in reference to the sheriff's feet of flood waters are to be impoundoffice being responsible for the
ed. One flood alone from this arroyo
burial of the unknown man last
year measured over 8,000 acre
who died at the county jail last week
feet.
is a mistake.
Mr. Casaus in person
Meeting Tomorrow Night A meetor as sheriff had nothing to do with
the matter, the coroner turned the ing of the citizens of Santa Fe will
tomorrow night in the rooms
body over to Jose Dolores Gallegos be held
for burial and he alone is responsible of the Santa Fe Water and Light
for the scandalous proceedings. While Company. The object of the meeting!
Mr. Gallegos is jailer under the sher- will be to discuss plans for holding a
iff the officer had nothing to do with fair in the fall. At this fair not only
the city and county will be representthe affair." Santa Rosa Sun.
ed but it is intended to exhibit products from all over the Territory showDeafness Cannot Be Cured
ing the advantages of this "land of
by local applications, as they cannot opportunity" this country blessed by
reach the diseased portion of the ear. nature. All those interested in the
There is only one way to cure deaf- success of a fair will be welcome to
ness, and that is by constitutional attend the meeting which promises
remedies. Deafness is caused by an tc be an enthusiastic one.
inflamed condition of the mucous linYesterday Was Fair The weather
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When yesterday was fair. The maximum
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb- temperature was 45 degrees at 3:10
ling sound or imperfect hearing and p. m. and the minimum 17 degrees at
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is 5:50 a. m. The mean temperature
the result, and unless the inflamma- was 31 degrees. The average relative
tion can be taken out and this tube re- humility for the day was only 31 per
stored to its normal condition, hear- cent. The highest velocity of the wind
ing will be destroyed forever; nine was 30 miles per hour. It was from
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- tne north. The temperature at 6
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflam- o'clock this morning was 24 degrees.
ed condition of the mucous surface. A year ago today the maximum temWe will give One Hundred Dollars perature was 39 and the minimum
for any case of Deafness (caused by J 4. There was 98 per cent of suncatarrh) that cannot be cured by shine. The weather was clear and
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir- cool with fresh northerly winds.
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
PAZO OINTMKNT Is guaranteed to cure
ny case of Itching, Blind Bleeding or Pro.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ruding Piles in 6 to 14 days or money
oded. 69c.
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An Exceptional Opportunity
COMMENCING MONDAY JANUARY 17.
AND

CONTINUING.

"WEEKS

FOR FTWO

only;our entire line

Muslin Underwear
have marked these gcods down and they
will be sold below the manufacture cost. Every
thing in the line offered is bright and stylish.
Come early aid makeyour selection while the
stock is complete and get the best value ever
offered the people of Santa Fe.
"We

SE

bhfAN BROS. COMPANY
FOR HALF A CENTURY

PHONE 36

P. O. BOX 219

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

IN THE

CITY.

THE SAME OLD STORY
DEAR FRIENDS:

During the past week, we have had so
many of our Friends couniDg to us with
the old story of a DULL RAZOR, and
the experience of so many of those
unpleasant shaves. We are glad to say
that we were able to send ihem away
from our Store peaed and happy.
HOW DID WE DO THIS YOU ASK
"Listen, We absolutely gnarantee to
anv person in the City of Santa Fe, or
vicinitv a MODERN COMBINATION
RAZOR STROP UPON TEN DAYS
TRIAL, that will sharpen any old Raaor
thatyou may possess and can oe operated
by a small Boy. We will be pleased to
give you a demonstration of this Strop
any t'me you find it convenient to call,
and would be pWppd to have you bring
your "OLD RAZOR' and let us put an
edge on it for you.

w
Phone
No 14

HARDWARE CO.

If It's Hardware

le

Have It

Phone
No 14

B

I

bar-boro-

TRY OUR Grounfl Alfalfa

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

ROUND

THE VISITANT.
(By Clinton Scollard.)
This eerie night tide, blind with rain,
I am alone, yet not alone;
I hear a voice without the pane
That calls with mingled mirth and
moan.

Bobolink

w

DAILY

MONDAY,

SANTA FE, N. M.

I

WHOLESALE
AfVD RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smitbirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and KindliD,

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Near
I

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Telephone 85

Leras

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FOR SALE
ONLY AT

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

SPANISH LESSONS
Individual or Class Lessons
IN GRAMMAR;

RAYMOND

PHARMACY,!

IS LOCATEDMN CLAIRE HOTEL, WEST SIDE PLAZA.

ASK FOR A

SAMPLE

D. M. HOOVER & SON
Builders and Contractors

PLANS & ESTIMATES
Furnished on short notice
HAACKE CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY

Care New Mexican
NOTARY PUBLIC

NOTICE.
ZOOK'S

Wood

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try
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CURED TO STAY CURED.

Troubles.

It you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
cures.
Santa Fe people testify.
Here's one case of it:
Eusebio Escudero, 106 Griffin street,
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
so much benefit that I gladly recommend them in a public statement.
For two or three years I suffered
from backache and kidney complaint.
There was a retention of the kidney
secretions and other difficulties which
gave evidence that my kidneys were
very weak. My attention was finally
called to Doan's Kidney Pills and I
procured a box at Stripling, Burrows
& Co.'s drug store. They promptly
relieved the pain in my back,
strengthened my kidneys and removed
every symptom of my trouble. On a
few occasions since then I have had
need of a kidney medicine and I am
glad to say that at such times I have
used Doans' Kidney Pills with the
greatest benefit."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
n

TO AND FROM ROSWEU..
Connection made wira Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at RoswelJ
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad,
FRATERNAL

try

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.
Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
Montezuma

Jk

communications
ular
first Monday of eac)
month a Masonic hal'
at 7.30 p. m.

H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic

at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.

Hall
ARTHUR

SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock, in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,

Santa
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome.
DAVID KNAPP,
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For 19 years the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in aanta Fe.
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Socorro
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464
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Torrance
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28

Valencia
Union. .

.1,261
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range country
only
for grazing purposes. Its population
was very sparce, and while in the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
main it was Democratic ,it was so
small in proportion to the population
HLTBBS
LAUNDRY
AsjeLts
west of the mountains that it formed
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor
your a negligible
a
3
fn . .
i
.j
quantity in the balloting.
lj
uu
arm
mwuuitys
lauuurj
ubsuays
Then came the years of influx into
and delivaron Thursdays and Fridays
the public domain and the dry farmAll work is guaranteed; your
ing lands. The vast cattle ranges dissocks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
appeared before the settlers. Eastern
New Mexico became populous. The
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122
PHONE RED 122 Democrats were jubilant. They con- & HTCH

i

i

III PULPITS

t

TREATMENT
is guaranteed to cure, (not only
3,440
8,656
relieve, Dindruff, falling hair & Totalto
a very few years ago pracother scalp irritations. We also Up
car ry a complete Mne of all the tically all that part of New Mexico
east of the bisecting mountain lange
popular hair and facial tonics.
was
considered fit
herpicide; de luxe quinine

"mi

,

How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Complete Freedom From Kidney

Foster-Milbur-

eluded that all these immigrants were
coming from Texas and Oklahoma, as
i many
of them had. They estimated
their majorities at enormous figures.
But the election of 1908 showed how
SAFELY REPUBLICAN completely
they had been mistaken
in their estimates of the political com-- !
plexion of the new population. Union
New York Sun's Figures Show county went Republican; Quay and
counties save Democratic
That It Will Give 10,000 Guadalupe
below the
majorities fully
estimate
Lincoln
and
went
RepubliMajority
can by a small majority, enough to
show the trend away from the DemIF WILL HELP
STATEHOOD ocratic hopes. Otero county was very
close. Chaves, a Democratic stronghold even in the old days, gave only
No Fear That Commonwealth a small majority for the Democratic
delegate in 190C; so did Eddy county.
Will Fall Into Hands of
Roosevelt county, midway on the TexDemocratic Hosts.
as border was the only Democratic
stronghold which in any way came up
Under an Albuquerque date line, to Democratic expectations.
Instead of thousands, the Demothe New York Sun, which has been
one of the most determined opponents crats came out of the new country
with only hundreds.
of New Mexico, says:
The fact is that while many of the
The territory of New Mexico,
into New Mexico in reinimmigrants
reliable
sources
of
all
from
judged
come from Texas and
cent
have
years
formation, should it come into the
Union as a state within the next six Oklahoma and the south, thousands
months or a year or even sooner, haye been coming from Kansas,
make its entrance as a Repub- - braska, Iowa and the north central
linnn ctntP with a Rpmihiiran mainr-- ! states. tince tne nrst rusu or nome
seekers to these new districts has subity of from 10,000 to 12,000.
sided and the homeseeking has beor
Gradually without ostentation
come conservative ard careful a con
show the territory has been filling up
number of immwith immigrants
from Republican stantly increasing
from the central ana
are
igrants
states. Republican homeseekers and
northern rather than from the southhave been
Republican homemakers
ern states. Any homeseekers' excurpouring into the territory, gaining sion train shows the
proportion. They
their citizenship and increasing the all come
Kansas City, and
through
in
of
the
Republican party
strength
Kansas City is the clearing center for
New Mexico with a growth that is
the emigrants of Kansas and Missouri,
both solid and substantial.
Illinois, Iowa and Nebraska and the
The counties east of the mountain lake states rather than from Oklarange which divides the territory at homa and Texas.
first claimed as their very own by the
It is impossible to give accurate
Democrats, have one by one been lost
to say that over
to that party until now there remain figures, but it is safe
all this great new country fully one-hal- f
only four that can be called Demothe immigration of the last four
cratic. The others, according to the
has been Republican from Reyears
returns of the recent elections, have
states, and as a result of this
publican
gone over or gradually are going to influx of
homemakers
Republican
Republicanism. The Democratic press Democratic
are not greater
majorities
of the territory, beholding the trend
perhaps even less at the present,
of events, are warning their party. save
in two counties, than they were
The Democratic leaders are giving
in
1900.
out interviews crying "graft" in elecTherefore there is little danger to
tions, attacking Taft's administration
for failure to fulfill the promises of fear radicalism in New Mexico in the
the Republican platform and urging formation of a constitution, and the
their party to "get together" for su- fears expressed by President Taft and
by members of the Congress are all
premacy in the new state.
but amusing to persons familiar with
election
for
From the recent
probate judge figures are obtained which conditions in the territory. It would
indicate clearly the trend of the vot- - be difficult to find a more conserva-er- s
toward Republicanism and away tive set of men than tne Republican
' leaJers.
Not only Solomon Luna, the
from Democracy.
In the accompanying
table are Republican national committeeman;
shown the results in the election for H. O. Bursum, territorial chairman,
probate judge. Lincoln and Luna and the other leaders, but the vigorcounties, which ave respectively 32 ous young Republicans who are now
and 122 Democratic majority, are beginning to take active charge of
claimed under ordinary circumstances, party affairs in their districts are all
and especially in a national contest, men who will stand for conservatism
San Juan. coun- first, last and all the time.
by the Republicans.
Even such men as former Governor
went
Democratic
ty, which
by 150, is
normally Republican on national is- Hagerman of Roswell, Levi A. Hughes
sues. Sierra county, which gav3 the of Santa Fe, and others who are not
Democratic candidate 47 majority, is entirely in sympathy with the presconRepublican on territorial and national ent Republican organization are
issues and would elect Republican servatives. Mr. Hagerman is one of
terdelegates to a constitutional conven- the largest land owners in the oftion. In the case of Socorro and Tor- ritory. Mr. Hagerman is a bank
rance counties, which went Republi- ficial, a merchant and heavily intercan majorities are 600 to 800 and 500 ested in real estate. Mr. Luna is a
bank .president. Mr. Bursum is the
to 800.
The total shows 3,440 Democratic owner of several ranches and other
and 8.656 Republican votes in the col- realty. And the men who act with
umn of majorities and a Republican them for the advancement of Repubstrength of 5.216. With interest arous- licanism in New Mexico are of the
ed as statehood would arouse it and same type.
Again, even should the Democrats
the election of delegates to a convention whose sole duty would be the by some chance gain control of the
actual framing of a constitution in- constitutional convention which is
tended not only to meet the require- not believed likely it would still be a
ments of the new state tout of the conservation body of law makers and
President and the Congress as well, would produce a constitution devoid
the Republican majority would, ac- of freak features. A. A. Jones, Democording to the very best available in- cratic national committeeman, is a
formation, without doubt be doubled. corporation lawyer and a large land
The following is the table showing owner. James G. Fitch, the territorthe results of the election for probate ial chairman, is the last man in the
world to permit freak constitution
judge:
or freak legislation. H. B.
making
Dem.
Rep.
Majority. Majority. Ferguson and O. N. Martin of AlbuCounty.
querque, Charles F. Easley of Santa
1.4S6
Bernalillo .
Fe, James F. Hinkle and W. M. At407
...
Chaves
kinson of Roswell, the Democratic
223
Colfax
leaders of the territory, are all con290
Dona Ana
servative and sane, responsible busi444
Eddy
ness men of high standing.
400
Grant
The only
danger of radicalism
242
Gaudalupe
creeping into the constitution will
32
Lincoln
come from the Democrats of the two
122
Luna
or three counties midway on the Tex225
McKinley
as border, where Oklahoma and Texas
375
Mora
have put their stamp. But these will
231
Otero
be in the minority whether the consti571
...
Quay .
tution be Republican or Democratic,
301
Rio Arriba
and being in the minority will have
993
Roosevelt and Curry . . .
slight influence in actually framing
Sandoval .
1,034
the laws which are to govern the new
150
San Juan
state.
San Miguel
1,436
490
Santa Fe
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Heart strength, or Hea rt Weakness, means Nerve
Strength, or Nerve Weakness nothing more. Positively, not one weak heart in a hundred is, in itIt is almost always a
self, actually diseased.
hidden tiny little nerve that really is all at fault.
This obscure nerve the Cardiac, or Heart Nerve
simply needs, and must have, more power, more
stability, more controlling, more governing
strength. Without that the Heart must continue
to fail, and the stomach and kidneys also have
these same controlling nerves.
This clearly explains why as a medicine, Dr.
Bhoop's Restorative has In the past done so much
for weak and ailing Hearts. Dr. Shoop first sought
the cause of all this painful, palpitating, suffocating heart distress. Dr. Bhoop's Restorative this
popular prescription Is alone directed to these
weak ana wasting nerve centers. It bunas;
it strengthens; it offers real, genuine heart help.
If you would have strong Hearts, strong
strengthen these .nerves
them as needed, with

Dr. Shoop's

Restorative

v STRIPLING BURROWS

CO.

NEW MEXICO.
of th ioutnrt."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Arm? Inspectors RANK SCHOOL. IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

Wet Point

"Th

'

"A."

Father Julliard Preached Here
Yesterday Mission in
Spanish at Cathedral
Next Week.

I

d

Heart Strength

mm,

and pews

New Mexico Military Institute

Through Academic course, preparing young

men for colleee or for business life. Ureal
aioouDt of open air work. Healthiest location

f .is
.

Rev. Father .luillard,
recently of
Gallup and now of the office of the
Propagation of the Faith in New
York, preached an eloquent sermon at
the 9::'.0 mass in the Cathedral yes-terday. The celebrant of the mass
was also an out of town priest, the
Rev. Dean Splinters from Bernalillo.
Father Juillard has
made many
friends in New Mexico and when he
left Gallup last week there was a remarkable demonstration in his honor.
Father Juillard left last night for New
York City.
1

of any Military School

In

oi the beautiful Pecos

the Union. Located
Val'.ey

the garden

spot of the West at an e'evailot of 3,700
feet above sea level, suosblne every day, but
Hue rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructc's, all graduates from staidard
eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, beauJ. light
eJ and modern Ip all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Caboon, Presided; W
G, Hamlltou, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Flo lay
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue

address.

faacttL..L'.:

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

Superintendent.
The beautiful services known as
"The Forty Hours Devotion" will begin at C o'clock tomorrow morning at
St. Miguel chapel of which Father
Derasches is chaplain. The devotion
will end Tuesday,
with the usual
solemnities.
Lent, which is stirctly observed by
the Roman Catholic and Episcopal
churches and by many members of
other churches, will begin Ash WedThe services
nesday, February 9.
with the administering of ashes will
be held in the Cathedral. Archbishop
Pitaval's letter on the regulations in
Lent affecting Roman Catholics in the
of Santa Fe will be read
in all the churches of the
arch-dioces-

e

arch-dioces-

e.

Announcement was made at the late
mass yesterday morning that a mission in Spanish will be given at the
Cathedral beginning Shrove Tuesday
or February 8. It will last ten or
twelve days. The priests who will
conduct the mission are native Spaniards residing now in Texas and they
are said to be pulpit orators of note.

0J0 CALIEflTE IjOT SPRINGS.
These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude G.000 feet. Climate
the entire
very dry and delightful
year round. There is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffering
from consumption, cancer and other
contagious diseases, are not accepted.
These wr.ers contain 1.C26.24 grains
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being
e

Bar-anc- o

the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been throughly tested by the
miraculous cures attested to in the
following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Disease of the Kidneys,
Syphilitic
and Mercurial
Affections,
Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bath
ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month. Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m. and
reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
same day. For further particulars
address:

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

Proorietor.

Caliente. Tao. County

N

Art

AN EXAMPLE FOR THE
CITY OF SANTA FE.

ells Fargo & Company
Express

Municipal Arbor Day Set by Metropolis of Texas on Which Trees
Will Be Planted.

I

San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 31. February 4th has been officially designated as San Antonio's Arbor day.
Mayor Callaghan took this step at
the suggestion of the Civic Improvement League, and in his proclamation
he calls upon all citizens to plant on
this day trees, shrubs, vines and
flowers.
Not all the trees planted
will be a matter of ornament and the
Tact that E. W. Knox, one of the largest nurserymen in the southwest has
donated to each school a paper-shel-l
pecan, has a strictly utilitarian as'
pect. The trees given are from three
to five years old and of the best vari- ety.v It is intended to have them supply graftings for the trees to be grown
by the school children from the nut.
In most cases, however, the pecan
will be relegated to the backyard and
only ornamental trees will be planted
on the sidewalks and lawns. For the
latter purpose only deciduous ever
greens will toe used, a provision which
will, even in winter give the city a
decidedly tropical aspect. The entire
community has entered into the spirit
of civic improvement and the result
of this year's work alone will make
San Antonio a city of shaded trees
and attractive lawns.

General Express Forwarders
TO.

All

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Meiico
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D. BARNES.Aoent

LlWEfiY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

SPOKANE WILL VOTE ON
COMMISSION GOVERNMENT.
Best Features of the Charters of All
Otner Cities Are Embodied in
Proposed Plan.
Spokane, Wash., Jan. 31. A condensed charter, composed of all the
best features of the charters of all
other cities having adopted a commission form of government, will be
submitted to the voters of the city of
Spokane for adoption or rejection on
May 3. In some ways it is the most
unique charter ever outlined by a commission, the most important feature
being , the publication of a weekly
"Gazette" which shall contain a summary of the week's proceedings.
In this official publication will aD- pear all calls for bids on contracts,
contracts let and every other item of
the daily routine of the council. At
the end of the fiscal month, the full
report of receipts and expenditures
will be published for general distribution. At the end of each year, public accountants, not in the employ of
tne city, snail examine the books and
make their report public.
After three months of study and
discussion of the charters of other
cities, the mayor's committee, appointed to draft the new charter, has
evolved the following new features:
ihe council of five shall meet daily
and all meetings shall be public;
each commissioner including the
mayor, shall vote on all matters.
The mayor shall have no veto power;
the commissioner at the head of each
department shall have power to appoint or remove all offics or assistants in his department.

Parts of the Wof Id.

'Phone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSS

Don Gaspar Avenue

S

SALEL

LACES & EMBROIPEBIES

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs!
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THKM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO
ROSWELL-TORRANC-

E

AUTOMOBILE

AND PA SSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
ing at Roswell at 11:0 a. m. Savins
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, Passengers over 30 house between
these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Shortest route between Roswell and Full equipment of modern Cars in
the Pecos Valley to El Paso and service securing comfort to passengers. Courteous and expert ChaufSanta Fe and all points in the
feurs in charge of every car. Seats
Valley and Western New Mexreserved on Auto by applying to
ico.
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern
Automobiles leave Roswell daily at
or to Roswell Anto Co., Ros-veiRailway,
The New Mexican. Printing Com-pan- 1:00 p. m. connecting with trains for
New Mexico.
has on hand a large supply of Kl Paso and all points on Rock Island
50 Iba.
Baggage allowance
Any
pads and tablets suitable for .school Railway.
amount of baggage can be carried
Leave Torrance at 6:00 a. m. arriv-- by notifying
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
Company at Roswell.
and merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 6 cents In book form.
U. S. MAIL

l,

y

J. W. STOCKARD.

MANAGZR
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THE NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
Vice President.

PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

Secretary-Treasurer-

.

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Faily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per month, by carrier
65
Daily, per month,, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
i
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing o'rculatf.)
Southwest.
ive
of
the
and
people
progress
among the intelligent
UNION(ULABEL?

LEARNING

TO

READ

THE

NEWS-

PAPERS.

When one considers the eagerness
with which young and old reach for
the daily newspaper when it comes to
the house, it seems a waste of energy
to tell young folks to read the paper.
But the fact remains that- the presless
is
posted on the
ent generation
current events of the world than was
the lust and takes less interest in real
epochmaking events if they lack the
color of sensational, than did our
fathers and mothers. Each reader of
a newspaper nowadays seems to have
a favorite column and reads only that.
The boys turn to the sporting news,
1he merchant to the stock quotations,
the mothers to the society column but
few read the paper as it ought to be
read or are sufficiently posted to discriminate the really important from
the trivial and the evanescent. Says
an exchange in suggesting a remedy:
"A course about which the public
knows little or nothing, but which has
a great bearing on the education of
the pupil has" lately been established
in the New York high schools. The
purpose of this course is to teach the
pupils to read the newspapers. The
course is said to be meeting with
great success.
"One of the officials recently said:
'There is no text book for this work
and naturally cannot be one. The
material for this is always current,
and such text books as we have will
be the newspaper. One thing it has
already clone and that is to teach the
boys and girls to read the newspaper
intelligently.
''The boys would open at the sporting page and then read only headlines. The girls never read the papers at all. They never knew the
most common events of daily happen
ings. Now one of the exercises for
the classes is to decide each day what
is the most important piece of news
in the papers."

The peculiarity about those safe
guards around the New Mexico state
constitution that Jhe high and mighty
Senate intends to furnish is that they
are hot safeguards at all, for the
moment that New Mexico becomes
state it can do as it pleases anyway
as long as it remains within the
bounds of the federal constitution,
which it would have to do anyway,
safeguard or no safeguard. It can
then, for instance, make Hottentott
the language taught in the schools
and German the language in the state
courts if it has a mind to, even though
the act of admission ruled otherwise,
for those are affairs left to each state
to regulate for itself and there is no
method by which a state can be dis
ciplined or be deprived of its state
hood. However, New Mexico at no
time has had any thought of formu
lating any but' a safe and sane consti
tution and so conservative that even
President Taft might have wished it
to be more radical. What a pity that
New Mexico did not hold a constitutional convention on its own hook in
order "just to show them." Of course,
there are some., who suggest that the
safeguards that Senator Beveridge
out of goodness of heart is planning
are really intended to be impediments,
mere subterfuges, to keep the terri
tories out of the Union a few years
longer, but perish the thought, the
Senator of Indiana would not be guil
ty of such a wilful act of personal
pique and prejudice, at least not at
the expense of patriotism, duty and
the public good.

,

believe
that
there are state rights, it is a grave
question whether Uncle Sam can in
sert any special dispensations for the
Pueblo Indians, except to a very limmited extent in the enabling act for
the Territory. The Pueblo Indians
are citizens of New Mexico and Arizona and their privileges and responsibilities are the same as those of
any other citizens of the United
States. It is true that they occupy
special land grants but even these
they may alienate and they will have
no other immunities except those
which the state itself will see fit to
give them. It seems that Uncle Sam's
best procedure will be to segregate
and allot to them individually sufficient land from the public domain
inalienable for a term of years to enable them to make a start in life and
earn their subsistence, and to permit
the Pueblo grants to be partitioned
and sold, the money to be divided
among the Indians for their own welfare. Uncle Sam might in addition
build schools for them or give them
an education at the boarding schools
at Santa Fe and Albuquerque, but beyond that the best policy for the
Pueblo Indian will be to make him
more supporting and to make each
family a political entity instead of
permitting it to merge itself into a
colorless community life that is built
on the rock of superstition and
To those who still

Be careful whom you ask to endorse your check. More than one
man in this city has been queered
when it was found by his employer
that the pay check had been cashed
in a saloon or even by a gambler.
Somehow, it is not a recommendation for any young man, or old man,
for that, to have it known that the
very first thing he did with his pay
check, was to take it to a saloon. In
most of those cases, the grocer, the
baker, the tailor and others should
have had the first whack at that
check. A former warden of the Colorado penitentiary is just now experiencing the embarrassment of
3not only having his checks cashed at
a gambling establishment but making
out official checks in favor of such
establishment. The scrutiny of the
endorsements on official checks has
resulted in an investigation, the end
of which may end in a penitentiary
sentence for the warden. Young man,
be careful, as to whose endorsement
appears on your pay check.

That President Taft Is thoroughly
in earnest about helping the territories to statehood is indicated from
the fact that he is planning a special
message to Congress, urging the
speedy passage of an enabling act. He
will see to it that the Republican
party keeps its pledges even if he
must whip the Senate Into line.
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APPORTIONMENT FOR CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION.
It would be unfortunate if the apportionment for the proposed constitutional convention should be based on

the census of this year. Delegate An- drews should fight that proposition if
it comes up, for apportionment on
that basis might give eastern New
Mexico and some of its radical elements too great a preponderance in
the convention and might endanger
the plan to formulate a safe and sane
constitution. The fear that the native
element would be in the majority if
the apportionment is based on the
vote cast at the last general election,
is absurd, for the native people are
conservative and would be the last to
give way to any radical propositions
that might be advanced by Democratic delegates from eastern New Mexi
co, under tne census appoi uuumeui
the counties of Chaves, Eddy, Roose-- j
velt, Curry and Quay would be given
of the delegates, and;
fully
by combining with Grant, Luna and
one or two other counties with Dem-ocratic leanings, might gain control
of the convention, while if based on
the election returns of November ta
year ago, There would be no danger
from that source. Many of the inhabitants of the eastern counties are
newcomers, who do not understand
New Mexico, its institutions, and its
native people, in fact, are not even
yet qualified voters, and it would be
an injustice to the bona fide residents and citizens to give them preponderance in the constitutional convention for the unfortunate part of
j
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rizozo News:
"I have Deen watching and hoping
that the people of Carrizozo would
enforce the law keeping stock from
running at large upon the streets. I
am today ordering 1,000 nine foot
Carolina poplar trees to be planted
in the town of Monterey, and was
very anxious to put 500 of the same
kind on the streets of Carrizozo, but
do not deem it advisable until I am
sure that they will get some protection from stock running at large."

some comprehensive plan of road
building and road repair. In consequence, it is most likely that thousands of dollars worth of labor and
of cash will be squandered again this
year in temporary work on the roads
that will last only between hard
rains and the end of the year will
find the county roads in worse condition than before. In Lincoln county,
the taxpayers have been aroused to
the importance of permanent road improvements. At Lincoln last week a
good Toads association was organized
and the movement is to spread over
the entire county. Carrizozo will
hold a similar meeting soon. The
plea of those in back of the movement
is that the county road appropriation
lias been heretofore expended to little
or no advantage, just as here in Santa Fe county. The citizens recommend a more careful outlay of money
and labor by not permitting an indiscriminate and unsystematic expenditure. It is one of the favorable
signs of the times when citizens band
together to see to it that the moneys
they contribute In the shape of taxes,
are expended properly and where 1
will do the most public good.
The Associated Press announced
the Beveridge statehood plan last
December and predicted that it would
be adopted.
There were indignant
denials from high and low at Washington and there were official statements that such a plait was not and
would not' te" thought of, much less
.the ,, course of
adopted.;,, And
events has proved that the Associated Press was right. As a news
gatherer the Associated Press is not
only away ahead of other news gathering agencies but when it comes to
Washington news its statements can
always be relied upon as being absolutely correct,

PALER,

ntcsaenL

L. A. HUSHES,

Vict-Presife- at

uf here

B. READ, Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

OF SANTA FE.

- $150,000
Capital Stock,
Surplus and Undivided Profits, 75,000

for safe quality"

One Resolaticn to Make
What other 1910 Resolve
tion youmsy make
Resolve

now

that

you will

trade at KAUNE & CO. the
coming year. It Is a resolution in your own interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest possible prices.

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on th most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
3 as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments f livestock and products.
The bank executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line,
c and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
c as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes for rest. The patronage of the
thru

Think it over isn't KAUNE
& Co, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

H. S. KAUNE

njirLTirumn.njTjTJTJTJTJT

THE

PALACE HOTEL

& COMPAHY
WILLIAM VAUGHN PROP.

Miss MARIE

One of

'

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

BEAU

DE

,

the Best Hotels in the West

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

In Lem. B. Parker's Dramatization of Mary J. Holmes
Famous Book

TEMPEST
AND

'

lf

H. VAESBH,

J.

The First national Bank

lowest

prices are

WED. FEB. 2 1910
W. F. MANN Present

New Mexico will not make as good
a showing in the livestock returns of
the census as it did ten years ago.
According to the Cattle Sanitary
Board more than 300,000 head of cattle were shipped out of the Territory
during 1909, establishing a. new record
for shipments. Similarly, the num
ber of lambs and sheep shipped out
the past year exceeded any previous
records.
The livestock left on the
ranges, is perhaps, merely one-haof what it was six or seven years ago.
If this reduction in numbers has resulted in improvement of grade, there
will be compensation, but if it has not,
the loss is a decided one for the Territory and presages a change in grazing and growing methods such as
South Dakota has been forced
to
make since the public range has
practically disappeared in that state.

J.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

ELK'S THEATRE

Clovis has heard that the new town
of Havener, nine miles west of Clovis,
has ambitions to become a county
seat. While there is no consternation
yet, there is that uncomfortable feeling, which Santa Fe experiences
whenever any one talks about removSays the Clovis
ing the capital.
News:
"The News has it from a reliable
source that the promoters of the new
town of Havener, located about nine
miles west of Clovis, have county seat
aspirations and if such be the case it
hardly behooves Clovis and the News
to boost the proposition, as there is
only one' town that can and will be
the county seat, and that town is
Clovis. Any effort to establish
seat at Havener will serve
only to distract a few votes from
residents of that vicinity who would
otherwise vote for Clovis. We like
the' name of the new town but blame
such aspirations."

5 Sfanta
jeunty has again appoint-&rVoadstiirVisors without adopting

8. J.

GROCERS

PHONE 26

majority of one is as good as a majority of a thousand in another district
and even though eastern New Mexico
have 10,000 Republican voters, these
would have no representation as long
as they are outvoted by the radical
elements in mat section.

Carrizozo has the same trouble as1
Santa Fe about the running at large
of stock. Its people will not seed
lawns, plant tres and shrubs until
stock is kept from roaming freely
on the streets. In Santa Fe, for instance, the residents on east Palace
avenue have been not only annoyed
but theiip trees and lawns have been
damaged by horses and burros run
ning at large and invading private
premises. The citizens are practically helpless for police are as seldom
seen as the garbage collector in that
part of town. For a resident to cap
ture a burro or a horse on his own
hook means a neighborhood feud that
would result in retaliation. In consequence, many improvements that are
planned are postponed for the average
citizen feels like Postmaster Ira O.
Wetmore when he writes to the Car-

HS. KAUNE
& Co.

i

in
a

licans are constantly gaining
strength in those new counties,

JANUARY 31, 1910.

MONDAY,

SUNSHINE
Scenery
Specialities
Costumes
Electric Effects

lew

2d Season
Phonomenal

Success
PRICES
SEATS ON SALE
29 at FISCHER

DRUG

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

25c. 50c. 75c. &$ 1.00
SAT. JAN.

Commodious Sample Rocm

OF

STORE.

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PRESS THE BUTTON

"WE DO

Ornamental Doors.

lis irlSSfl
f vMli
PS
M11 fWw
-

are made to perfection from our
Liumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpmes
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
archi
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.

The new town of Obar, over in
Quay county, is laying cement sidewalks eight feet wide while Santa Fe
is satisfied with four and five feet
pavements and even then, property
owners must be fairly forced into
But other
making the improvement.
cities have the same troubles, for the
El Paso Herald says: "The mayor
should receive hearty encouragement
in his determination to arrest properTAKE A JOY RIDE ON
ty owners who refuse to lay sidewalks, especially the people who have
The Health Merry-Go-Rou- nd
the money to do it. A man who has
the money and refuses to put down a AT CORDOVA'S ON GAtilSTEO STREET
sidewalk when his neighbors
all
Prof. FLAVIO SILVA Proprietor
around him have done it, is .the sort
5c A Ride 5c.
of a man who needs the prod of the
HOURS-Week2 to 9 p. m.
law. To say the least, he is not a
Sunday 1 to 9 p. m.
good citizen."

THE REST,

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN

THE

GO RON ADO

HOTEL

First Class Eeetaviiaiit in Qcaaaaectlcaa.
RATES 50c and up
G. LUPE HERRERA Prop,
OPEN Day & Nifrht
Santa FeNew Mexico- -

First Class and 'ftora&My

UjMste.

HOTEL MODERN
CORNER

DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET,

Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
For Commercial Travelers
In every Room

Steam Feat
Electric Light
Modern Baths.

Charles W. Dudrow

day

President Gowen of the Normal
University at Las Vegas, is taking
a distinguished lead in the warfare
on intemperance. President Garrison
of the Agricultural College has placed

the ban upon smoking, chewing, gambling and drinking, and at Roswell,
the Military Institute authorities are
prosecuting vigorously saloon keepers who will sell liquor to students or
permit them to loiter in their saloons
It is a new spirit that is pervading
the commonwealth and even if the old
timers are yet reluctant to vote for
local option and prohibition, the gen
eration that is growing up will have
different Ideals and will make no
bones about banishing the traffic

FRESH EGGS

HERE IS A VERY

The New Mexican can uo printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one'of
the best binderies in the west.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
:BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Excellent

Don't,
Fail
to
Call

CREAM & MILK
Telephone No Mtf Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

EXCEPTIONAL

Inspect

f

"

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
411 Kinds df Drawn Work
Leather Pillows Tops

Many

'flu

other
articles
" that'"
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIOS

J. S, CAN DELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco

fct.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N Rf.

;

MONDAY,

E5BB

cnnm inn nrnonim

THIS INVITES YOU

Miss

A cordial invitation is extended to you to depo-

us whatever business you may have of a financial
nature.
Dunrg the past few months we have added
many new names to our list of patrons. We desire
your business also, believiog we can serve you to
your complete satisfaction.

7JM

Santa Fe,

K.

.

FLICK, President

W. S. DAVIS,

1

Cashlei.
Asst.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

W. 8. DAVIS.

.

v

N. B. LAUGHLIN

Caihl,.

J.

FREDERICK MULLER

'

BOTTLES

FOUNTAIN

SYRINGES

!MIHPUIMMHI.lMjraBpgHM

See our show window for
bargains in these goods
WE

and. offer a few numbers at less than cost to us.

O

C- -

&

Company

Where your dollar
buys the most

WATSON & COMPANY
(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

lil

j

I

i:f
it

Everything in Hardware

;

'

;

1 III

BEDS and SPRINGS

PUMPS and WIND MILLS
CAMP EQUIPMENT
PAINTS, ALL COLORS
ALABASTINE, Kalsomine
WALL PAPER, GLASS

Glassware and Queensware
ROOFING, SPOUTING
SPORTING GOODS
GUNS, AMMUNITION
LET US SERVE YOU

CALL FOR PRICES

j

j

'

j

Mrs. Thomas
Stewart has return- ed to Santa Fe from a visit with
friends at Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Jones of Kingman, Kan., are visitors in the city.
They are at the Claire hotel.
Emmet Wirt of Dulce, on the Jicaril-l- a
Apache reservation in Rio Arriba
county, is a Santa Fe visitor.
J. P. Sheehan of Kansas City, and
E. W. Furry of St. Louis, are traveling men at the Palace hotel.
j
Mrs. H. A. Buckley, of Albuquer
que, and wno is registered at tne
Modern hotel is visiting friends here.
Henry A. Judd, a mining man of
London, England, and who is interested in mines at Corona, is at the Palace

,

hotel.

-I- NSURANCE

Willard Barrows, representing Marshall Field of Chicago, is at the Palace hotel. Mr. Barrows has many
friends in Santa Fe.
Attorney Charles R. Easley came
up from Estancia last Friday night to
visit his parents, General and Mrs.
Charles F. Easley. '
Territorial Engineer .Vernon L. Sul-- ;
livan has gone ona good road's trip
to Carrizozo, Alamogordo, Roswell and
the lower Pecos valley.
A. S. Lewis of Atchison, Kan., is
at the Claire hotel. Mr. Lewis is the
advance agent of the stock company
which will play here Thursday to Sat-

LADIES
I have received

a fine

assortment cf violets
and other spring goods.

ft

-

45c up

Drawers

-

25c "

-

20c "

Corset Covers
-

-

-

40c "

MISS A MUGLER.
Southeast Corner Plaza.
attorneys each of

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

i

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for

Night Gowns

Petticoats

whom wear spectacles. He then ' pulled a copy of El
Nuevo Mexican out of his pocket and
119 San Francisco St., where tha old Santa.
read half a column and that without
Trail ends and the Greater ' Sinta Fe "brail"
removing the paper more than normal
begins.
distance from the eye. .Senor Gomez,
'We have som very desirable propositions in the
possesses a remarkable memory as to
names and incidents in the local hisway of city lots; frait rancaes and large tracts to
tory of Taos, and is wiry and healthy
be reclaimed, to offer.
and strong of limb and mind.
For full particulars call or
"The
Red
189
Phone
Says the El Paso Herald:
address the above company1
Musical club met with Rev. and Mrs.
Bloom at their Mesilla Park home,
urday nights.
the recital subject being the 'Master
Mrs. T. C. McConnell will he home Songs.' The soloists were Mesdames
'
this week from a visit with relatives Wooten, Broaddus, Branigan and
in Kansas. Mr. McConnell, who is Bloom, and Messrs. Stevens and Woo
For variety there were selections
deputy internal revenue inspector, is
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
at Phoenix. Ariz.
by a male quartet and a mixed quarC. H. Walker of Chicago, H. V. tet (male) Messrs. Stevens, Wooten,
Denver Colorado.
Knight of Denver, A. J. Williamson of Garrison and Bloom, and mixed, Mr.
Pueblo, and Frank M. Stanley of El and Mrs. Wooten and Mr. and Mrs.
Paso, are all traveling men registered Bloom. The subject was treated hisat the Claire hotel.
torically by Mr. Bloom, who intro
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of the duced each number with data about,
territorial Republican central commit- the composer, etc. The business por
A M BERGERE,
tee, who makes his home at Socorro, tion of the meeting was devoted to
New
has gone to his sheep 'ranches near committee work and planning and
v
c
Santa Fe, N. M.
Catron Block
looking forward to the operatic treat
Ozanne, eastern Socorro county.
Postmaster B. F. Morris, who is a in store for the Mesilla valley when
wmmMmmmmmmmm
merchant at Santa Cruz, northern San- Madame Yaw conies, next month."
ta Fe county, is the proud father of a Mrs. Bloom is a daughter of Judge
boy just presented him hy his wife. and Mrs. John R. McFie.
Mother and child are doing well.
Mrs. R. A. Ballinger.
Miss Meta Broecker of Kankakee,
Among the social leaders brought
Ills., who visited her sister Mrs. Jas. prominent before the public by the
J. Goutchey in Santa Fe, a few years, new administration none has taken a
is to be married this evening to H. J. firmer hold on the affection of WashKelly, a prominent business man of ington society than charming, cordial
;
Lumber and all kinds
that city.
Lump, nut and ; ;
Mrs. Ballinger, the wife of the secreCounty School Superintendent John
of the interior. Mrs. Ballinger
of building material.
mine run coal
V. Conway, accompanied by the school tary
was by no means a stranger to Washdirector, Telesfor Rivera, left today
when her husband assumed
YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
for Arroyo Hondo, and Canada de las ington
the portfolio of the interior departNEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Alamos, where they will open the
Mr. Ballinger's servschool at that place with Benjamin ment, for during
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
as commissioner of the land office
ice
Alarid as the teacher.
This school
will be a branch of school district she had made many friends both in
number 3, near this city. On his re official circles and among resident
turn Mr. Conway will leave on a tour Washingtonians. These hastened to
welcome her when she returned as a
of the northern school districts
"The home of Mark B. Thompson cabinet hostess and rejoiced with un"was the scene of one of the most en affected sincerity to have her here
dinners of. .the again. To this already large circle of
joyable Impromptu
winter. The 'boys' composed of D. F. admirers Mrs. Ballinger has added
She possesses in rare
Baker, W. C. Field, J. F. Sattley; C. A. many more.
measure the art of making and retain
ALSO Dealers in Furniture,
T.
Frank
H.
French and J.
Sattley,
and has been compared to
May took it on themselves to enter- ing friends,
Mrs.
in her ability to reCleveland
Mr.
the
tain
and Mrs. Thomp'girls.'
FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
member
the person whom
)lace
and
son gave them the run of parlor and
kitchen in their splendid new home she meets. All kinds of people like
Mrs. Ballinger, and this fact is attestAll kinds of furnishings from ehinawara to stoves,; and
and the 'boys' ordered the edibles, ar-- I
ed
not only by the number of smart
a
Also
fine
of
table
assortment
ranged the menu, cooked the dinner,
desks, chairs,
ranges,
invited their guests and served them. affairs that are given so frequently in
and hat racks. Wgner folding go-car-ts
for the babies.
imAfter the feast the floor was cleared her honor, tout also by the pleasing
Tney are GREVT!!
whole
made
on
the
has
she
and dancing was indulged in. Those pression
officialdom. Mrs. Ballinger's
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
present as guests were' Mr. and Mrs.
Is distinctly
of the sort
;
; ;
something to interest you
Thompson, Mesdamea Baker, C. A.
which
finds
best
ts
in the
exponents
Sattley, J. F. Sattley, F. W. Parker, F.
T. French and W. C. Field and Miss brainy, breezy, progressive women of
the west. Although an alumna of an
Bristow." El Paso Herald.
81 years, who eastern college, Mrs. Ballinger has
Manuel
Gomez,
aged
LADY
has just been appointed justice of the spent most of her life in the west and
peace at Taos to fill a vacancy, left is thoroughly familiar, with its people
Glad to hear of a few pupils
for his home this forenoon after hav- and conditions. Her fondness for
ing testified as to certain genealogical smart functions and the beautiful
for German or French
data in the district court on Saturday. gowns which exhibit her fine taste in
Box 446,
SautaFeN. M, Basket
leaves Monday Tuesday Mr- Gomez had one on the attorneys dress have not dimmed her interest
at the hearing. Being asked: "Can in serious things, and no woman In
.,
;
v
,r .
stopped In 20 mlnum, Keturns inursday and Friday.
Washington is better Informed tb'ui
sure with Dr. Shoop's AGENCY at O.K. Barber
is' without "glasses, she.
,
j read and that
Shop
Croup Remedy. One
test wiU surely prove.
I
V U.
titlU WW Accent. ;
something that you gentlemen
No vomiiintf. no di
Vess. A safe and pleasing syrup ,Qc Xrugcista
23 Red :!;:
dently cannot," turning to the three
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Banks Pay 4 per cent
Real Estate G to 8 per cent

When yon cm save 30 nr 40 per cent way not doit?
not a question of profit, but of policy with us
not to carry over any nut of season merchandise.
Tois week, bargains in musJin underwear com-

It is

prise night gowns drawers, corset covers, petti-

coats, etc. some plain others handsomely trimmed

at bargains simply astounding.

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.
(THE LIVE WIRES)

Mexico.

HEME.

EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD

All our wintpr stock of millinery vrVl be
closed out at Cost, and much of it below
cost, to dispose of it before the spring goods

"

arrive.

A 25 per cent reduction is also made on all
staple goods in stock. A dollar saved is a
dollar made. Our stock is all new and nothing shopworn or out of date.

TOMAS P. DELGADO Mgr.

THE

11

FURNITURE, Mattreues
HARNESS and SADDLERY
WAGONS andBUGGlES
FARMING IMPLEMENTS
MINERS' SUPPLIES

FURNITURE
STOVES and RANGES
KNIVES AND CUTLERY
PIPE and FITTINGS
SANITARY PLUMBING

!

Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
left last evening for his home at Albuquerque.
Hon. Solomon Luna of Los Lunas
expects to visit in Santa Fe the latter
;
part of the week.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere left to-day on a business trip to the southern
part of the Territory.
J. Linde, representing a large dry
goods house of St. Iouis, is registered at the Palace hotel.
H. A. Comer, manager of the New
Mexico Central railroad, went to El
Paso on a business visit.

OFFICE

I

CAW

R- -

ARE OVER STOCKED

tripling, gurrows

A MOST COMPLETE

of Louisville, Ky., is

Fe.

B. LAMY

R. H. HANNA

HOT WATER

G.

.'j'isiting friends from the soutn in this
pity.
Mr. and Mrs. Slias Clark of Plaza
del Alcalde, spent Sunday in Santa

G. FRANKLIN FLICK

.OFFICERS

the Girl! We Furnish the House.

You Furnish

in

V. L. Smith,

:

FRANKLIN

vis-

here.

DIRECTORS

Q.

Force of Chicago, is

Loos, of Chicago, is a
the city.
J. Storland of SU Paul, Minn., is
visiting friends here.
Captain Fred Fornoff left yesterday
afternoon for Estancia.
H. D. Johns of the forest service,
is at the Coronado hotel.
V. S. Row, of San Francisco, Is
registered at the Hotel Modern.
W. E. Smith, a farmer from La Veta,
is registered at the Palace hotel.
Mrs. M. V. Davis, of Sterling, Va.,
is visiting her son J. A. Davis of this
city.
V. W. Browne, a merchant of Las
Vegas, is calling on business friends

Bernard

sightseer

UNITED STATES BANK & TRDST CO
$50,000

L. La

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO,

iting friends here.
Frank Martin of Omaha, Neb., is a
tourist in the city.

sit your funds with this bank to trtnsact through

Capital
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Wagner Undertaking Establishment

La Moda Millinery
Catron Block.

Phone Black 78

!

:

;

v

ENGLISH

.

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
"

"like-ablenes-

(INCORPORATED)

Room 19 Catron Block,
Does a general ABSTRACT

$20,000.00

,

Santa.-Fe- ,

NAM.

-

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate!
:
:
at low rate of Interest

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

-

r.,-,-

GROUP

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

mnmme
u April imp thfopore
LORRIOK
vwiiiwwn c tinvniwuu
Prop

FIRST CLASS
E

Boggles and Saddle Horses
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In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opiates
g
and
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous
because it frequently causes the sufferer to become addicted
to th
drug habit, but medicines of this nature are always injurious to the system
of
Rheumatism i3 a disease
the blood, and its cure depends entirely upon e
nerve-quietin-

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS
Palace.
A. X.

W. A. GORMAN,
J. van HOUTEN;
Gen-PasV. Dres. and Gen Mgr- Acen
RATON. M M)
fMTON. N.M- -

Superintendent
RATON,

N

s

iH.

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHir

YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and otthe
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

The Best Route

-

Jackley, Alamogordo; Miss

La Force, Chicago;
W. L. Smith,
Louisville; W. E. Smith, La Veta,
Colo.; M. Espe, City; M. H. Dearstyne,
Denver; J. Linde, St. Louis; W. W.
Browne, Las Vegas; Mrs. M. V. Davis,
Stirling, Va.; J. A. Davis, City; Wil-larBarrows, Chicago; C W. Fairfield, City; Bernard G. Loos, Chicago;
J. P. Sheehan. Kansas City; E.
St. Louis.
Claire.
A. S. Lewis, Atchison, Kansas; C
A. Walker, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. E.
St.
Clark, Alcalde; Dave Houston,
Joe, Mo.; Henry A. Judd, London,
England; W. M. Lees, Kansas City;
H. V. Knight, Denver; A. J. Williamson, Pueblo; C. Muller, Los Angeles;
W. Beecham, Chicago; C. W. Wright,
Denver; Frank M. Stanley, El Paso;
B. G. Loos, Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Jones, Kingman, Kansas; W.
F.
Neary, Denver; Emmet Wirt, Dulce.
Modern.
W. S. Garvin, Albuquerque; W. S.
Row, San Francisco; J. S. Seder, Albuquerque; R. F. Hays, Las Vegas;
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Lopez, Las Vegas;
M. Maekey, Mrs. H. A. Buckley, AlVr. L.
buquerque;
Hart, Ben Ranch.
Coronado.
Celestino Espinoza,
Ortiz, Colo.;
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Horr, Estan-cia- ;

d

,

H. D.

System

East or West

L.

Johns,

Forest

Service;

G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.

-

PAUL A. F. WALTER
Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

-

.

-

Xew Mexico

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Supreme Courts. Promnt nnH narctni
attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
Xew Mexico
CHARLES

F. EASLEY

(Late Surveyor General)
Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a specBEST WAYS TO
ialty.
POISON JACK RABBITS. Santa Fe,
New Mexc0

....
....

Bulletin

By the Agricultural Experiment Station at Mesilla Park,

CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and

Dona Ana County.

Office:

Counsellors-at-La-

Catron Block

Santa Fe,
New Mexico
The jack rabbit is quite a pest to
small grain growers and orchardists
G. VOLNIEY HOWARD
in many sections of New Mexico. The
Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all Courts of Territory
question has often been asked of the
Station how to get rid of the rabbits!
Speaks Spanish
and prevent their destruction of vari-- 1
'Phone 192 Black
ous crops. The Horticultural Depart
Rooms 18 and 19, Laughlin Block
ment believes that it has found a Santa Fe,
New Mexico
means which if persistently followed
will help .materially to keep the rabRENEHAN & DAVIES
bits in check and prevent the loss A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies
j

....

"

1

j

Attorneys-at-La-

During the months of September
and October of the fall of 1909 the departments planted a plat of about two
acres of the College Campus to Bermuda grass. Wheat was sown with
the grass to help cover the ground
during the winter months. After irrigating the plat the sod and wheat began to grow, and continued to do well
until the jack rabbits finding their
feed gettin; short on the adjoining
mesa land begun to migrate to the
newly planted lawn and feed upon the
growing wheat and grass. As the rabbits did most of their feeding at night
there was no chance to shoot them
while they were doing the damage.
The rabbits were so numerous that
they soon ate the wheat off to the
ground, and not being satisfied with
that they began to dig up the grass
and eat the roots. It soon became
evident that unless this destruction
was stopped all the grass in the plat
would be consumed. To prevent this
it was decided to poison the rabbits.
Strychnine was the poison selected
and it was first used on cabbage
leaves and pieces of sweet potato
which were scattered over the plat.The result from these first trials were
not at all satisfactory. From several
applications of the poisoned cabbage
leaves and potato, no dead rabbits
were found. For some reason the rah- -

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico
G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas,
. New Mexico
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
'el1 as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico

Joseph Seidl, Stanley; O. Hohnigren, greed."
Bisbee, Ariz.; I. Storeland, St. Paul;
When the committee makes its reA.
Frank Martin, Omaha, Neb.;
which is expected shortly, the
port,
New
York
Lyon,
WILLIAM McKEAN
City.
governor will appoint chairmen of
Attorney-at-Lacommittees throughout the state to
MEAT BOYCOTT MEANS
Mining
and Land Law.
HEAVY LOt,S TO STOCKMEN. start the work of a .permanent organTaos
New Mexico
ization which promises to be one of
the
most
and
important
Serious Slump in Prices
Predicted
EDWARD C. WADE
movements ever attempted in Ameriby Cattlemen of Southwestern
Attorney-at-Laca.
condiIntensive
makes
farming
Texas.
tn ttio
Practicpo
j j
tions ideal in the Inland Empire for
trlct Cour s of the TrTorv in the
AiA tintL conm 1in
establishment
of
successful
the
itV.or.
hita
e
Ior Probate
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 31. That
XX.
the cabbage or sweet potato both of H,lrvo,r, Court and before
T u. the. JanaS;
the present anti-metrust agitation Roosevelt's ideas.
w
ana
rmt
which
wpr frpsh whon ,t
will mean thousands of dollars out of
Offices.
A WEDDING UNDER
When it was seen that the above
pocket for them, is the opinion of
Las Cruces
New Mexico
AUSPICES OF ELKS. remedies did not produce the results
stockmen in southwest Texas. It is
one
new
was
a
tried
with
desired,
generally believed that these parts
W. A. FLEMING JONES
will place about 250,000 head of beef Unique Ceremony Performed By Sec- very good effect. The principal inBonds and Investments
in
new
this
are,
gredients
remedy,
cattle on the market in a very short
retary Connor of Spokane Lodge
U.
S.
Commissioner for the Third
dried
alfalfa leaves, and strychsugar,
No. 228.
time, and that this together with the
Judicial
was
nine.
District
of New Mexico.
as
It
follows:
one
prepared
fight of the government on the meat
ounce of sulphate of strychnine and Eastern and local bank references.
trust and the meat boycott will mean
31
The office two
Spokane, Wash., Jan.
New Mexico
pounds of sugar were dissolved Las Cruces
a serious slump in prices which even of
Secretary Connor of Spokane in two and one-hal- f
gallons of warm
now are none too good. Many prom- Lodge No. 228, B. P. O. E., was turned
R. W. WITTMAN
inent stockmen are of the opinion into a marriage bower when Miss Zay-de- e water. To the wator while it was
still hot, enough bright alfalfa leaves
that this combination of circumstanDraftsman
Smith of Spokane and Edmund H.
ces will tend to give the cattle in- Lougran of Helena, Mont., were mar- were stirred in to about absorb the
Copies furnished of records on file
dustry in southwest Texas its final ried, Rev. Dr. William J. Hindley offi water. The mixture should be kept in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
quietus, and that the few ranchmen ciating. R. W. Butler, county auditor hot for thirty minutes and stirred fre Santa Fe,
New Mexico
who heretofore have held their land and treasurer of the Elks' lodge was quently so as to insure thorough imof
the leaves by the poison.
will turn it over to the farmer. This called from the lodge room to the pregnation
TIME TABLE ALL
policy, if carried out, would mean that telephone and after consenting to Let the mixture set for three or four
which
hours
will
after
be
it
to
ready
the last great meat producing center open the court house to procure a
. LOCAL TRAINS
111 the
United States would be serious- license for the young couple, called put out in the field. It will not be
to dry the leaves before putly demoralized if not eliminated.
Leave Santa Fe at 9 a .m. to conRev. Dr. Hindley and together they necessary
out the poison. A small wooden nect
ting
J. M. Dobie of La Saue county, one planned the ceremony.
with No. 10 from the south and
the
Believing
paddle or large spoon may be used
of the biggest producers of beef cat ceremony would not be
also No. 3 from the east, rewest,
with- to dish out
complete
the mixture, which should
tle in the southwest, is of the opin out music, the Elks'
quartet was call- be placed about over the field in small turning arrive at Santa Fe 12 : 10 p. m;
ion that the government is making a ed and the service was held as
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conplanserious mistake in trying to fine the ned. The wedding was set for a later piles where the rabbits are accus- nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
to run and feed. Where the
packers under the Sherman act. This date, but to escape the congratula- tomed
2
d
No.
for
passengers
passcome
rabbits
the
field
into
from the
for the reason that a fine has been tions of their many
friends, the time outside, the poison should be distrib- ing Lamy at 0:30 p. m. Returning
to
shown
be wholly inefficient in such was advanced.
uted along the edge of the field. The arrive at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
cases, being invariably restituted by
best time to do this is late in the af- l's connection only.
or
either the public
the producer. He COOK IS MERELY
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conbecause the rabbits do most
ternoon,
is one of many stockmen who favor
HELD AS WITNESS. of their
feeding at night; the poison nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounthe criminal prosecution of the trust.
will also be in a fresher condition and Nos. 4 and 8
ReturnIn all probability the Texas Cattle The
Investigation Shall Be Carried on when they come across it.
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 n. m.
Raisers Association, one of the most
With all the Brevity Possible
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
In regard to efficiency of the poispowerful organizations in the counTrain leaves for the north at 10:15
Says Court.
oned alfalfa leaves, the results obwill
the
matter
take
try
up, and take
a. m.
tained on the
some action.
Its members have for
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 31. There mentioned, were planted plats already
Train arrives from the north at 4
On
very satisfactory.
some time agitated the erection of are
several features in the celebrated the evening of December 9th about a p. m'. '
own
their
packing plant, and.it is not Cook case which due to ignorance of
New Mexico Central.
gallon of the poisoned alfalfa was
at all impossible that the present Mexican
Train leaves Santa Fe at 1:45.
jurisprudence are not gener- scattered around the edge of the plat
situation will force this matter to a
ally understood in the United States. in little piles about twenty feet apart.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 5:25.
climax.
In the first place, Cook is not being The next morning ten dead rabbits
held without trial, and second, his were found on the plat near the piles out the poison is
MAKE LIFE ATTRACTIVE
during the winter
months or in early spring while the
legal status is more that of a witness of poison. The next evening one-hal- f
IN RURAL COMMUNITIES
than of an indicted criminal. Pecu- gallon more of the poison was put out. natural herbage, on which the rabbits
as such a law may appear to peo- The following morning another batch feed is scarce.
liar
More Dissatisfied People in the Cities
in the United States, it may be of dead rabbits were found. No more
ple
in preparing and using the above
Than in the County Says Govseen-froArticle 272 of the Penal poison was put out at this time, but poison, it will be well to keep in mind
ernor Hay of Washington.
Code of the state of Jalisco that it Is from the two applications made, thirty-t- a few points. Use the
sulphate of
perfectly legal to keep a suspect ta hree
dead rabbits were found in strychnine as it is the most soluable
'
Jan.
31.
reTo
Wash.,
Spokane,
prisoned for a period of six months less than a week. This shows that and will readily dissolve' in warm
neve the congestion of the cities, and even
longer, with the proviso that one application of the poison will be water, it is very essential to add the
make life attractive for the present all confinement
exceeding six months effective several days after It is put sugar to the mixture to sweeten it.
residents of the rural districts and to shall ultimately be deducted from any out.
The strychnine is very bitter and the
increase the productiveness of every term of imprisonment the court may
As a result of the above experiment rabbits might not eat the poisoned alacre of tillable land in America is the impose.
the depredations by the rabbits on the falfa unless the sugar is used. Only
The article reads: "The investiga- grass plats were greatly lessened, and the bright green leaves of the alfalfa
object of Governor M. E. Hay, of
Washington," in requesting President tion shall be carried on with all the there is hardly any doubt that if the should be used as they most resemble
C. M. Fassett, of the Spokane Chamber brevity possible, to the end
that, at poison Is properly
and dis- the fresh and growing plant. The
of Commerce to appoint a committee the latest, it may be concluded with tributed, the rabbitprepared can be best time of day to put out the poison
plague
of educators, business and profession-- 1 ln a period of six months; but if by kept in check
is in the late afternoon so it will be
al men to formulate a practical work- - j inevitable circumstances it is pro- The best season of the year to put In as fresh condition as possible when
found by the rabbits. Care should be
taken to keep the poison out of tha
reach of the stock; also the dead rabCONTAINS NO bits should
be hurried as soon as
found to prevent them being eaten by
any pet dog, as the poisoned rabbits
have been known to kill a dog when
DRUGS
eaten by them. Putting the poison
I I Cure3
Throat Tb oenuu, ! !
out
Ccids, Croup, La
week or

o.,,,.

i

EUGENE A. FOX,

AT LAW.-

j

T

For Rates and full information address

ATTORNEYS

fin-j-

h

ing plan for the country life movement inaugurated by former President Roosevelt.
In his letter to President Fasset,
Governor Hay says: "I am firmly
convinced that there are more dissatisfied people in the cities than in
the country. It is not the adult population of the country which is lured
to the city, but the younger generation attracted by the glare and glimmer of better raiment, more leisure,
less hardship and more social advantages. The city man in his wisdom,
of the mael
brain and body-wear- y
otnvm nf etrannniio rrm m nvm o c m
...
fc
fi,,,o.
river and the hills, yet dreads the bad
roads, poor school, limited social in- tercourse and many other conditions
which must be rectified.
"It is my desire that you appoint a
a practical
committee to formulate
working plan whereby these conditions will be so changed that the
country life will be attractive alike
to the tired city man and the youngster on the farm. Farming must be
made a business and that business
will soon become a pleasure.
Every
year the city demands its toll of humanity from the soil. In its insatiable
naw it crushes the life out of thousands and demands more. It is our
repay a part of that
plain duty to
debt and to ' return to the country a
large portion of the life which has
beeir sacrificed upon the altar of

JANUARY 31, 1910.
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a. Da. ma. m-a. m- a. m-0 a. m.
25 a. m.
00 a. m.

Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry.. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson N.
M., 6:15 p. m.
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
S:55 a. m.
Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive ana depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND:
No. 1, 6: 03 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
Track connection with A., T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
t S., at Des Moines, E. P. & S. W. at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the fovjowing points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Uayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for folio wmg points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Ujiesta, Ranchos tie Taos, Red River (;;ty( Taos and Twining.

e. J. DEDU!

no-onl-

As long as the blood remain,
thorough purification of the circulation.
saturated with uric acid, an inflammatory condition of the nerves, muscle,
and tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness, and hoi
feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue. The one safe and sure cure fo:
Rheumatism is S. S. S. It i3 nature's remedy for this disease, made entire!-o- f
the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks fron
the natural forests. S. S. S. does not contain anything that is in the slightes
way injurious to the system.
It is absolutely and purely vegetable, an;
free from opiates or sedatives of any kind. S: S. S. cures
Rheumatism
the uric acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, rio;'
and heaalthy so that instead of depositing sharp, uratic impurities into tli
muscles, nerves, joints and bones, it nourishes every portion of the
natural, healthful properties. Book on Rheumatism and any medice
advice free to all who write and request it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, G

No 2
DAILY
6 30
6 15
4 55
4 36
4 25
8 55
8 SO
2 56
2 30
12 26
12 06
811 40
11 06
ili 15
itto 15
9 43
25
7 50

46
68
82
29
24
18

Arr.

Clifton House Junction

88

u

Arr.
Lv.

Preston

68
77

23 p.m.
7 46 P. m.

(Miles Fron.
Raton

STATIONS.

longed for a greater time, the judges
and tribunals, when pronouncing sen-- !
tence shall credit the excess on thr.
punishment to be suffered by the per- son under sentence."
Conductor Cook was imprisoned oa
August 30, 1909, and for this reason
;the authorities can hold him until
February of this year. What the
disposition of his case will be is
hard to say. It is understood that
the state has finished its case and
ithat a final decision will be arrived
at in a few days. Cook was arrested
by the Mexican authorities on a
charge of implication in a series of
freight train robberies. He was re- fused bail although three foreign
merchants in whose possession some
of the stolen goods were found were
admitted to bond privileges.
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MOODY'S HACK LIKE
Prom

'BARRANCA TO TAOS T
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.
TTalug

d.cxi

engrr Cotaforta.'bla.

FARE

to

arrival of try (serial 06732) No. 8202, for northarrives at west quarter, section 18, township 17
north, range 12 east, N. M. P. Meridiany other an, has filed notice of Intention to

and
a3c

good make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register or ReceivPas: er, U. S. land office, at Santa Fe, N.
M., on the 24th day of February, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sandoval,
Miguel Lamy, Dioniclo
Atanacio Gallegos, Pedro Roibal, all
j
try Of Pecoa, N. M,
MANUEL R. OTERO,

$5.00

If you want anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

Notice for Publication.
Pecos Forest Reserve, Not Coal Land
(Serial 06732.)
Department 0! the Interior,
U. S. Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M, Jan. 4, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Lucre-ci- o
Roibal of Pecos, N. M., who, on
January 3, 1905, made homestead en-

--

east-boun-
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Coughs,

V

and Lung Trouble

i.

Grippe, Asthma,
Pneumonia
and Consumption
Prevents
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

liLow f ackac

the days during
every
the season when the rabbits are the
worst will be sufficient to protect the
J. E. MUNDELL,
crop.
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Mexican market, and it is fair to assume that 10.000 tons per month
would have come from the New Mexico ovens, as these were the nearest
source of supply.
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including Miss Marie De Beau and Fischer saw this company plav in El Company, at Deming, Luna county, should publish my letter."
A. D. 1909. in that cause
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The Gold Hill mine,'. near Hachita, this critical
or who are stiff er- - the coke ovens in New Mexico and & Smelting Company, et al., are de
period
was the chief shipper in that district
ing from any of thoge distressir,g iUa the erection of others. These ovens fendants, will, on Saturday, the 12th
in 1909.
VAGRANT GIVEN TEN
peculiar to their sex should not lose would take a considerable part of the day of March, 1910, at the hour of
YEARS IN PENITENTIARY.
The director of the mint estimates sight of the fact that for thirty years smaller coal and thus permit an in 2 o'clock
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p. m., at the front door of
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Preliminary Statement by the U. S. that the
"The sale of New Mexico coal and adding to its library at every oppor- time and place aforesaid, for the purand many visitors attracted to the
industry in New
Pecos valley and beautiful Guadalupe Geological Survey The following Mexico continued in 1909 the growth it coke is practicall prevented in the tunity works of importance connected pose of satisfying the said plainMft
data have been compiled by Walde-ma-r had maintained during the previous states of Mexico traversed by the with the
mountains.
history of the southwest, in- and the owners or holders of the
Lindgren and H. D. McCaskey as decade. Although the gross produc- Mexican national railroads. The Mex- cluding Mexico. The latest acquisition bonds and coupons of said defendant,
a preliminary review of the mining in- tion 3,080,360 short tons was the ican government, after it purchased in this line is the great work of Juan The Consolidated Mining & Smelting
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New Mexico for the U. S. largest ever reported it did not tax the Mexican Central
railroad, in- de Torquemad on the Indian Mon- Company, outstanding, amounting to
FOR AVIATION MEET. dustry in
geological survey. The metal output the mines one-hatheir capacity. creased the freight rates on coal and archies and the History of the Na- the sum of two huDdred and sixty-si- x
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way cut down prob- - these subjects. The edition secured first lien upon the property hereinsufficient
fund is per cent of the value of the total yield coke ovens at Dawson,
pledged $10,000 if a
Koehler, and ably 10 per cent. Most of the coal in is one in three folio volumes, bound before described, together with the
raised to bring the leading aviators to of the territory.
The yield of lead Gardiner, and 2,159,268 tons of coal the Mexican mines is banded with in old calf, and published at Madrid in costs herein to be taxed, and other
Spokane. The Chamber of Commerce and zinc probably increased slightly. was shipped to market and sold at an slate, bone, or other impurities, so 1723.
and disburseallowances, expenses
discussed the plan of having an avia
The Ernestine mine, in the Mogollon average price of $1.54 per ton or 2,000 that it makes an inferior coke if it is
At the same time, the society has ments as may hereafter be fixed by
tion meet in Spokane and then it was1 district, Socorro county, is the largest pounds. The total value of coal mar- - not well prepared before going to the added the
important History of Colo- the Court; and the undersigned Speestimated the cost would be consider- producer of gold and silver in the ter- keted was $3,325,472.72. The amount ovens. The increased working margin rado, writeen
by W. V. Hall, and pub cial Master, for the purpose of satisably above $50,000. C. M. Fassett, ritory. The Socorro Mines Company of coke produced was 442,068 tons, allowed by the increase of freight lished in four large volumes, finely fying said decree, and by virtue of the
president of that organization, said: built a
mill near Mogollon which sold at an average price of $3 rates permitted better preparation of
in 1889.
authority vested in him, will, at the
"It would be one of the greatest and commenced operations in August, per ton at the ovens. The total value the coal and coke from the Mexican illustrated,
They desire to include in the library time and place in this Notice specievents that could happen in the north 1909. In the central-wester- n
Dart of of coke shipped was $1,326,204. The mines, and a fair grade of coal and j catalogue, now being prepared, every fied, offer for sale and sell at public
west and would draw thousands of Socorro county is the Magdalena dis- total value of coal and coke
produced coke from these mines is now sold to book that is available that has a New auction to the highest bidder for cash,
people to Spokane. I would give all trict, a lead-zin- c
camp. The Ozark and sold was $4,651,676.72, a substan- - the Mexican smelters and other Mexican author. This will make an in accordance with the terms of said
the support possible to the 'project Smelting and Refining Company is tial increase over the value for any plants, to the practical exclusion of
interesting feature of the library. Per- - decree, the said real and personal
and am sure business men of Spokane one of the largest producers of zinc previous year, ine average number New Mexico coal and coke. About sons
acquainted with such books will property.
would enter freely into such a move- - in this district. The
Smelt- - of davs
15.000 tnn w nf
were
mines
the
woa
onko
w
"
1.1
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Special Master.
ped a large tonnage of zinc ores from
Kelly mine.
The Colfax county placers had a
smaller yield than in 1908. The White-oak- s
district, in Lincoln county, produced about the same amount as in
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PAGE EIGHT.

SOCIAL ANDJERSONAL

No4
CASH
BAKER
GROCERY
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No.

AND

Dave Houston of St. Joseph, Mo.,
and who represents a large shoe con
cern is calling on business men in the
city today.
Rev. J. S. Seder of Albuquerque, superintendent for New Mexico of the
League, is a visitor in
Santa Fe, and preached forceful sermons i.i the First Presbyterian church
yesterday forenoon and evening.
C. A. Walker, advance
agent for
Madame Yaw, the singer of interna
tional fame, spent yesterday and today in Santa Fe and will probably
book Madam Yaw for Santa Fe on
February 10 and 17, under the auspices of the Woman's Board of
Trade.
Mr. and Mrs. Gibson Taylor of Tucson, Arizona, have been guests at the
Palace hotel the past few days. Mr.
Taylor is solicitor of the Southern
Pacific railroad and filed incorporation papers today for a merger ot
subsidiary companies in Arizona of
the new Colorado and Arizona railroad.
W. H. Dearstyne,
representing a
large paper concern, is calling on business men here. Mr. Dearstyne is
well known here, and said he would
try to spend all his Sundays here if
the Hotel De "Vargas was completed.
Judge John R. McFie, District Clerk
Franw W. 'Shearon, District Attorneys
Alexander Read and Edmund C. Abbott and Court Stenographer Mrs. G.
F. McNitt left yesterday afternoon
McFie
for Estancia, where Judge
holds an adjourned session of district
court.

Are coming down and we are
always the first to let you know it
35c
Bananas, per doz
Fresh Kansas eggs, dz.37
Fresh Estancia eggs, dz. .40c
50c
Freeh City eggs, doz
Butter, Merritt's Best,
75c
per lb. 40c, 2 lbs
Butter, Creamery,
good
35c
per lb
Lemons, new crop, per dz.25c
Grapefruit, new crop, 10c
$1.10
each, per doz
Oranges, per doz. . . 25 to 55c
Fine celery. 2 bunches ..15c

5c. lb.

Good Tomatoes,
No. 3's, 2 for
Sweet Corn, per can .
15 to
Canned Fruits.
10, 15, 20,
Salmon
Columbian Milk, 3 for
25c, thirteen for
Green Chile. 3 for 25c,

25c

.10c
35c
25c
1.00

$1.00
thirteen for .
Walnuts, per lb. . ..20c
Ripe Olives, pt. can . ..20c
Turnips, beets, carrots,
4c
per lb
1909

Ml 4

75c
75c
25c
10c

10c
rants
Best Patent Flour, sk...$1.65
Fresh Coan Meal, 24 lbs.. 65c
Potatoes, cwt. $1.45, 14

lbs

25c

5c. lb.

Cabbage and Parsnips,
4c
per lb
25c
Xine bars Teepe Soap
Seven bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
Six bars Pearl White
25c
Soap
14
Hardwater Castile
25c
Soap
Three Dutch Cleaners . .25c
Nos. 1 and 2 Lamp Chim15c
neys for

Ptael.1

F. ANDREWS

Minor City Topics.
(Continued

St. Michael's College
Santa Fe, New Mexico
dbVeth1d CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest

Cmvw

commercial
literary
& SCIENTIFIC
Academic and Preparatory Courses
form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

BOARDING and DAX STUDENTS.

Southern Pacific Merges Half
a Dozen Subsidiary
Companies

Anti-Saloo- n

coffee,

2 lbs
2
White House coffee,
lbs. .
Dates, new and fresh, 2
lbs
One pound new Seeded
Raisins
One pound Cleaned Cur-

Sweet Potatoes

Extra

J

Hall

Barringtou

J40W000

Kansas City, is a

tourist in the city.

V

MONDAY, JANUARY

KOMUB

(Continued From Page Five.)
W. M. Lees of

M.

Studies resumed September 1st.

BROTHER WALTER. President

I

From Page Two.)

See prices, Andrews' Ad.
W. C. T. U. Meeting There will be
a regular'meeting of the W. C. T. U.
at their rooms on Washington avenue
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
Apples $1.85 Per Box The carload
exhibit of San Juan county apples at
the Denver Apple Show was sold at an
average price of $1.85 per box.
"Merritts Best" butter 2 pounds 75c.
Remains Undertaker J.
Shipped
D. Mulligan today shipped the body of
Conductor A. P. Gatchell who died
Sunday, to Las Vegas, where interment will be made.
Santa Fe Trains Santa Fe trains
are reported as follows: Xo. 1, 7:15
p. m.; No. 9, 10 p. m.; NTos. 7, 4, 2 and
8 on time. No. 10 is late.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

L

E

From Some Point in Southern

Arizona Through Western
New Mexico.

Malaga, Eddy county, filed incorpora- corro county for 99 years for the crime
tion papers today, the incorporators of murder.
and directors being: Thomas J. Fletch- Horace R. Barnes, sentenced from
er and Eugene Donaldson of Loving, Roosevelt
county to serve 18 months
and J. L. W illiams, Thomas J. San- - for the crime
of ,
ford and C. Vv . Beeman of Malaga.
Jose Garda
sentenced from
!
Notaries Public Appointed.
Mora county for the crime of murder,
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa to-- . life term,
Antonio Trujillo,
day appointed the following notaries
sentenced from
public: C. P. Pardue of Loving, Eddy Rio Arriba county for five years for
county; John M. Harris of Melrose, the crime of murder.
David Cuellar, sentenced from
Curry county; and Donacinano Quint-- !
a
'
of Pina, Taos county.
corro county to serve 29 years for the
crime of murder.
Increase of Capital.
N'icolas Gallegas, sentenced from
The Southwestern Brewery and Ice
Company of Albuquerque today filed Bernalillo county to serve two years
in the office of Territorial Secretary for the crime of assault with deadly
Nathan Jaffa a certificate of increase weapon.
Manuel Vargas,
j
of capital from $40,000 to $200,000.
sentenced from
Applied for First Citizenship Papers. Taos county to serve 10 years for the
Francisco de los Angeles, aged 28, a j crime of murder,
"
native of Mazatlan, Mexico, and who
came to El Paso on May 14, 1906, from FLAVIO SILVA, WELL
KNOWN" TEACHER, DEAD.
Guaymas, Mexico, has filed his application for first citizenship papers.
Succumbs to Fifth Attack of PneuConvict Camp.
monia in Five Years Was 55
Good Roads Engineer C. H. Neal is
Years of Age.
here from the good roads camp near
Flavio Silva, for, years a teacher of
Thornton to take with him forty or
more convicts to work on the Santa Spanish in this city and who has relaroad and who will go tives all over the Territory, died of
pneumonia yesterday at his home, 105
into camp south of Thornton.
Hancock street, aged 55 years.
Must Pay Poll Tax.
Mr. Silva suffered with pneumonia
As certain parties living on the un- - each winter for the
j
past five years and
surveyed strip along tne lexas state .was again taken ill with it a few riav
line have hesitated in paying poll ago. He was too feeble this time to
and other taxes,, the following letter fight the ravages of the disease. Born
from the attorney general, will cer- in Pena Blanca Mr. Silva received
tainly relieve all doubts concerning a good education and was particularly
the ruling of higher" authorities on well versed in the Spanish language.
He came to Santa Fe nearly a quarter
said question:
Office of Attorney General, Santa Fe, of a century ago and was a teacher
of Spanish at St. Michael's College.
N. M.
He also taught his native tongue in
Hon. L. C. ifersfelder,
the public schools at Cerrillos.
County Supt. of Schools,
Mr. Silva took a prominent part in
Clovis, N. M.
affairs of his church,' Our Lady of
the
Dear Sir: I am In receipt of your
communication of the 12th inst. in Guadalupe, and was often seen teachwhich you inquired whether the peo- ing catechism to the youngsters. He
was a member of the Holy Trinity Sople living on unsurveyed lands emand of the Sodality of the Imdality
braced within the strip of territory
Conception.
west of, the recognized line between maculate
He married in 1874 Miss Maria Va-reTexas and New Mexico, qan be comwho survives him as do three
pelled to pay poll tax. In reply I have children, D'. Silva and two
to say that the mere fact of their Miss Antonia Silva and Mis daughters,
Alta Gra-ci- a
residing upon unsurveyed land does
Silva.
not in any way exempt them from the
The funeral will take place at 7:30
payment of poll tax. So far as their a. m. tomorrow at the Cathedral. Inpaying taxes upon the lands occupied terment will be made in Rosario cemby them, they probably cannot be etery. Manager Hanson of the Wagcompelled to do so until patents have ner undertaking establishment, will
been issued them by the United have charge of the funeral
,

j

So-an-

J

;

j

Articles

incorporation were filed
today for the consolidation or the
Arizona Eastern Railroad Company,
the Gila Valley Globe and Northern
Railway Company, the Maricopa and
Phoenix Railroa'd Company, the Arizona and Colorado Railroad Company,
which are Arizona corporations, the
Arizona and Colorado Railroad Company of New Mexico and the Arizona
Eastern Railroad Company of New
Mexico, all subsidiary corporations of
the Southern Pacific system having
constructed or intending to construct
is
The capitalization
1,877 miles.
$40,000,000 divided into 400,000 shares.
The largest incorporation fee on record was paid, $3,400, of which $3,995
go to the Territory and $5 to Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa. The
incorporators and directors are: Robert S. Lovett who is president of the
Southern Pacific;
Randolph,
Epes
Eugene S. Ives, Charles E. Walker, M.
of

A. Smith,

Gibson, Taylor, Benjamin
Titus, Don H. Kedzie and M. M.
Crocker.
This incorporation is one of the
most important in many years and
means that the Southern Pacific has
line
decided to build its proposed
from Arizona,, to Durango, Colorado,
of which 65 miles are to he in Arizona and 345 miles in New Mexico.
The line is to pass from the San Carlos Indian agency through Globe to
the Las Animas river. An alternative line is to pass through Clifton
and to pass at a point between Farm-ingto- n
and Aztec in San Juan county.
exHie lincorporatjon also covers
tensions to Bisbee, Douglas and Naco
thus invading the territory of the El
Minor
Southwestern.
Paso and
for two
branches are provided
mining camps of great importance to
Arizona rather than to New Mexico.
Three surveys have been run for the
line to Durango and the incorporation
covers all three, although, naturally,
only one will be built. The incorporation was made also at Phoenix, Arizona, today.
Other Incorporations.
The Malaga Cemetery Company of

la

States.

Their personal property,

how-

ever, is subject to taxation.
Yours truly.
H. S. CLANCY,
Asst. Atty. General.
Applications for Parole.
The following convicts have made
application for parole, said applications coming before the board's atten-

tion at their next meeting, February
'
1910:
7th,

Eliseo Valles, sentenced from
r

p"

ami

ii

....

So- -

The Spanish edition of the 1909
Laws of New Mexico are now ready
Price: Paper cover,
for delivery.
$3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
$4.00,. plus 20 cents postage. Address
all orders to The New Mexican Printing Co., Santa Fe. N. M.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.
m

.
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"Friend-Making-

We want to clean up this entire stock of
winter goods; we'd a good deal rather give
you the benefit of our extremely low prices
now than to carry these goods through until
next fall; we're willing to allow you something on the price a good generous slice of
it to pay you for doing the carrying over.

"

S A L E
.NE thing: we like about
a clearance sale like ours, v
if we don't make a lot
of profit, selling clothes at less
than they're worth, we certainly do make a lot of friends.
Every time we get a man into
one of our

We're selling Hart S chaffner & Marx fine
suits and overcoats in this sale; if you're
familiar with what that name stands for, we
need'nt say any more except to quote prices.
If you're not familiar by experience, now's
a good time for you to learn the value of

V

Vl

L

A

1

good clothes.

fe'v

SUITS & OVERCOATS

n

fi
.

HART SCHAFFftER & MARX

suits and overcoats, we know
we've made him a solid friend
of our store, and of our merchandise. And we know that
friends are worth a good deal
more to a business than a few
dollars of immediate profit.

il

n

MM

f LP

from
from
from

$22.50
$30.00
$25.00

to
to
to

$1750
$25.00
$20,00

Lots of good bargains to be had in i
pur
other departments: we're clearing stock in

4

shirts, ia neckwear, in fancy waistcoats;
hosiery, hats, Whatever you need to wear
is here, and just now is a good time to save
money on it.
This store is the home of
HART S CHAFFNER &
MARX clothes.

CoprrighPi909l)y Hart Scbaffner & Marx

I

tm
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31, 1910.

NATHAN SAL

10

N

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
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